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Forward
Jon Chittleborough
Welcome to the Seventh World Forum of Motor Museums. I would like to introduce you to the fellow
members of the organizing committee, Ms Julie Baird, Curator at the National Motor Museum and Dr John
Radcliffe, who has a long association with the National Motor Museum. All of you would also have had
contact with Ms Janine Power, our conference organizer from SAPMEA.
Due to the tragic events in New York and the quite unrelated collapse of Australia’s second largest airline we
are regrettably missing some of the delegates who had hoped to attend. Thanks for coming to Adelaide in a
period of considerable uncertainty.
I propose to give you a brief background to the history of motoring in Australia and our motoring museums,
which have led to our choice of themes for this Forum. Inevitably I tend to focus on the small differences
where Australia – a country insignificant in overall world motoring, differed from mainstream motoring in
North America and Europe.
For the majority of last century Australia was second only to North America in motor vehicle ownership per
head of population – New Zealand and more recently Japan occasionally displacing us from immediately
behind the USA and Canada. This should come as no surprise; we were an affluent country with
considerable distances to cover. Although the most urbanized country in the world our cities had very low
population densities making good public transport systems difficult to sustain.
This is not to suggest Australians 100 years ago were born with car keys in their mouths. Australia was
relatively slow to see motor vehicles and there is still debate over when the first was built here –1896 or
1898. A trickle of imported vehicles followed. By 1900 there were an estimated 20 cars in Australia. At the
time Australia was a nation of cyclists and the first powered vehicles that many Australian saw was the motor
cycle –in a nation of tinkerers there were those who were quick to add an engine to the safety bicycle.
Cyclists were also responsible for the production of the road maps used by early our motorists. Not that the
roads were much to speak of outside of towns – the distances made upkeep prohibitive and roads between
major centres had deteriorated in the fifty years since the establishment of railways.
Doctors and more affluent farmers were amongst the first to swing towards the motor vehicle. The wealthy
elite of course employed chauffeurs, but I suspect to a lesser extent that Europe and the USA due to high
Australian labour costs. I also feel there was less hostility to the motor vehicle than in Europe and USA – we
had a very healthy cartoon industry and there are barely any anti car examples in the leading magazines of
the period.
Despite a customs regime that strongly favoured British vehicles, the minority of Australians that could afford
motor vehicle bought vehicles from virtually every car producing country prior to War One. (Our relatively dry
climate, with no salt on winter roads and space to dump old cars has meant that many survived and their
export today with a weak Australian dollar is a cause of considerable concern to Australian enthusiasts) By
1914 there were 232 makes of vehicles registered on South Australian roads. But a gradual preference for
robust American models developed – cemented by the T Ford, which in 1915 comprised half the cars sold in
Australia.
World War One had relatively little effect on motoring in Australia, but it did lead to restrictions on the
importation of car bodies. This led to an explosion in the local production of bodies for imported chassis and
sparked the beginnings of the Australian car industry.
Post war, despite a tariff regime that heavily favoured British products, Australians found American sourced
vehicles (with Australian built bodies) far more suitable for our rugged conditions. In its best year of the
decade, 1926/7, British industry managed to gain only 19% of the Australian market. The twenties saw the
car firmly established in Australia. In 1921 there was 1 vehicle per 55 Australians, by 1929, one per eleven.
Customs duty on an ever-broadening range of parts meant that an increasing proportion of these vehicles
were Australian made. A claimed Australian invention of the era (and Australia has made few motoring
innovations) was motorcycle speedway where motorcycles raced around an oval track of cinders. By the end
of the decade speedway tracks dotted the Australian landscape and Australian riders made small fortunes
competing here and in the UK, the USA and Argentina.
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Australia largely followed North America in its motoring developments. The use of hire purchase to buy cars,
the garage becoming an appendage to suburban homes and the motoring holiday - all followed US trends.
Models were updated annually but the small production runs for a variety of models meant that Australian
versions of overseas models still involved a great deal of hand labor and wood framed bodies. The thirties
saw a decrease in car ownership as the depression took its hold. British cars became cheaper and gained
ascendancy on much diminished Australian market.
Interest developed in the history of motoring. A veteran car rally was held in Melbourne in 1933 and a year
later the Sporting Car Club of South Australia was formed – the second club in the world formed specifically
to cater for historic vehicles after the Veteran Car Club of Great Britain. In 1930 Francis Birtles gave his Bean
motorcar, in which he had driven from England to Australia to the Museum of Australia – unfortunately there
was no such institution. Fortuitously the Bean survived and was a star attraction for the opening of the
National Museum of Australia in March this year. The Bean was not the first vehicle held by an Australian
Museum – the Sydney Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences (now the Powerhouse) had been donated at
least one vehicle before 1910.
In 1939 one in four Australian families owned a motor vehicle, but there were still more horses than cars.
World War Two saw private vehicles nearly completely disappear off our roads. Charcoal gas producers
alleviated the impact of severe petrol rationing, but the Japanese capture of Malaya led to a shortage of
rubber. Tyres became impossible to obtain. Whilst cars were off the roads, Australia’s desperate attempt to
produce its own armaments gave it the machine tools and labor skills that were to enable post war
production of a fully Australian produced car.
This car, the Holden was in fact American designed, but became a source of national pride and heralded the
first era when every Australian could aspire to car ownership. (In this era of globalization and world cars it is
difficult to convey the nationalistic fervor inspired by the Holden. I learnt to count sitting on my Grandfathers
verandah watching Australians enjoy their newfound car ownership on a fifties phenomenon – the Sunday
drive. My grand father had lost his hand in World War One and would gently tap me on the knee with his
hook every time a Holden went past and I kept count. Ironically he never owned a Holden)
By 1958 Holden held 50% of the Australian market. Drive in theatres and parking meters had made their
appearance. The heavily protected Australian car industry – all British or US owned, boomed.
An interest in historic vehicles accompanied the explosion in car ownership. Whilst in South Australia the
Sporting Car Club and a sympathetic registration system had led to regular ‘old crock rallies’ since the
thirties, it wasn’t until the Australian release of the movie Genevieve in 1954 that similar clubs and runs
occurred elsewhere in Australia. In 1956 A Sydney collector, A R Turner opened Australia’s first motor
museum displaying 16 vehicles – it survived a year. Two years later George Gilltrap who in 1955 had started
a motor museum in New Zealand transferred his Museum to Queensland’s Gold Coast when the New
Zealand government refused to allow tax-free entry of Genevieve – the Darraq used in the movie. The
museum survived until his death in the 1980s.
The sixties in Australian motoring saw cars built in Australia that were increasingly Australian in design and
manufacture. Teenagers recycled the proud family sedan of a decade earlier. In 1965 the Birdwood Mill
Motor Cycle Museum was opened– then privately owned it is now the National Motor Museum. Green’s
Motorcade, a museum with a more substantial collection opened in 1975 but did not survive its owner’s
death in the early eighties.
The seventies saw more of the same, though Japanese cars began to make inroads into the smaller car
market. By 1971 72% of all trips in Sydney were made by car – in 1947 it had been 13%. Australians were
now dependent on the car and liked big ones– though their Australian designed Holdens and Ford Falcons
would be described as compacts in the US. Families began to acquire second cars. Horror at the road toll
saw world firsts such as compulsory seatbelt wearing and random breath tests for alcohol. Television helped
make sedan racing popular beyond motor racing’s traditional enthusiast base. The annual road race at
Bathurst became an Australian institution. Families are either Holden or Ford followers, though their actual
car may be a Toyota.
The eighties and nineties saw the World Car influences reduce the Australian design input into locally
produced cars. Increased imports due to reduced tariffs further diminished the feeling that our cars were
something special to Australia. Near universal car ownership has reduced much of the excitement about cars
– to most it is now simply a tool like a washing machine. Whereas once cars were admired at motor shows
and purchased after great deliberation and then proudly washed on Sundays, today benign contempt is more
typical. This later trend causes me some concern over the future appeal of motor museums.
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For in the last two decades a number of motor museums have opened in Australia. These vary from small
private collections whose owners seek some return from their hobby to major collections such as the Fox
Collection in Melbourne. Major institutions such as the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney, Australia’s oldest
and largest museum; have opened transport galleries featuring cars. A number of volunteer run Museums
such as the Motor Museum of Western Australia in Perth, the Inverell Transport Museum and the Illawara
Motor Museum in NSW have also been established.
This growth in motor museums is of course encouraging. However we hope this conference will address
some of the problems and mutual concerns facing motor museums worldwide. Marketing is a perennial topic
and an area where there is always room for an exchange of ideas. The need to know ones audience and
hence cater for them is an obvious factor for successful museum planning. The decision to conserve or
restore must be a factor in assumptions about future plans for our individual museums. The need to tell the
history, be it of individual vehicles or the broader social changes brought about by the motor car are a
challenge to museums and make education an important area for motor museums. Finally the increasing role
of volunteers in many motor museums deserves careful consideration.
I hope that the program prepared by the Adelaide Forum Committee enables all of you to gain insights into
these issues. I am confident that the social program will encourage that vital product of conferences – the
networking of people with mutual interests and problems.
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The Past and Future for Motor Museums
Michael Ware
Ladies and Gentlemen. This is de ja vu for me. Three years ago, almost to the day, I was here in Adelaide –
not in this building, but up the road at the university – speaking to the International Association of Transport
Museums. My subject was “A Future for Motor Museums” and there was a very large question mark after
the title. A few of you were present then and I apologise to you but I have had to reuse some of that material
because it is still relevant. I also find it very difficult to talk on a global subject; I have, however, tried to bring
in the views of a number of people albeit many from the USA.
Motor Museums Past
When talking of museums of just motor vehicles I still cannot get away from the fact that I believe it was the
United Kingdom that had the first motor museum. It was set up by Edmund Dangerfield of “The Motor”
magazine in 1912 in Oxford Street, London. It is perhaps worth repeating the reasons for it coming into
existence.
It’s been a matter of common knowledge for some years that cars and cycles of great historical interest were
being destroyed by their owners or sold for breaking up purposes. The fruitful period of experiment in
modern road locomotion may be fixed between the years 1890 and 1899, yet, although less than twenty
years have elapsed since investigation and invention became prolific, no possibility exists, even now, of
preserving many vehicles which attracted world-wide attention by their comparatively recent performances.
It might reasonably have been concluded that one or other of the Government museums would have been
available for the purposes in view but the facts remain that no action was taken and that considerable
difficulty has been experienced in arranging for a very small amount of accommodation, sufficient only for
three cars, at South Kensington. (That refers to the London Science Museum).
Again, when the matter of definite action was brought up… at the Automobile Club some years ago, nobody
attended the meeting to hear the proposals and nothing was done. This state of inaction threatened to
continue indefinitely.
It then goes on to say how Mr. Edmund Dangerfield, from The Motor, decided that the magazine would put
together that first collection.
It should be noted that this museum appeared to have a business-like approach, which we would applaud
today – the very last words in the catalogue are: Visitors may find it a convenience to know that luncheon
and afternoon teas may be had in the Waring Restaurant, facing the Museum on the third floor.
Sadly this museum failed in this location and moved the next year to the great Crystal Palace site. With the
outbreak of the First World War, it closed. I am happy to say that most of the exhibits survived.
Incidentally, I think that the second motor museum in the United Kingdom was the one founded by Lord
Montagu of Beaulieu and opened in 1952, and in the form now of the National Motor Museum of Great
Britain will be celebrating its 50th anniversary next year.
Turning to the United States, John Zolomij, who many will remember for his automobile art when we visited
Blackhawk with the World Forum, is now putting together a grand road transport museum in Allentown,
Pennsylvania. He sends his apologies but did help me with information for this paper. Like so many of the
people in this game he has a good sense of humour and I quote from his letter: “The first museum in our
country, which held wagons, carriages and examples of horseless carriages, is the Smithsonian. Since you
guys (the poms) didn’t like Robert Smithson, he gave us all his money, and now the Smithsonian has
147,000,000 artefacts (isn’t that staggering – of which about 80% are dead insects), most of them never
seen and they don’t know what to do with … but, it is the oldest museum to collect that which we are calling
the ‘automobile’. Ford and Greenfield Village is probably the second, with Bill Harrah’s Collection in Reno,
third, but those two were based on money. But scores of ‘Mom and Pop’ operations prevailed since the
1930s in America. At last count there were 238 automobile museums in North America. 18 were in Canada
and the rest in USA”.
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Journalist, Dave Brownell, continues the story:
“The Henry Ford Museum opened in 1928 but, of course, that has all kinds of bumf including many cars. The
Smithsonian Institution has had cars on display at least since the 1930s and perhaps earlier. The first auto
museum as such that I am aware of is The Swigart Museum in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. It was
established in 1939. As far as I know it is still operating. In the later 1940s several museums opened
including the Antique Auto Museum at Princeton, Massachusetts, and the Wolfpen Auto Museum in
Southborough, Massachusetts. The opera singer/collector James Melton opened his museum in Hypoloxo,
Florida, in the early ‘50s, as did the Powers Museum in Southington, Connecticut. This was also the time the
Veteran Motor Car Club was given the Anderson Collection and carriage house in Brookline, Massachusetts,
and opened it as a museum. It quickly lost scads of money for the club and today is known as the Museum
of Transportation, having survived several near-death experiences. Shari West has probably related this
story at previous World Forums. Dear old Austie Clark opened his Long Island Auto Museum in the early
‘50s and managed to keep it going with family money until the taxman disallowed it as a business.
I suspect the story is something similar in other countries. The motor museum as we know it today is a
relatively modern phenomena. In most countries it is the independent museum movement that has led the
way. John Zolomij used the term “Mom and Pop” museums. He was not being disparaging; we all know
what he means - private collections open to the public and run by an enthusiastic family. Even if they grew
to the size of the original Harrah, a Beaulieu, a Nethercutt or Tom Wheatcroft’s Donington Collection, they
still had or have the family involvement. This is very important for their future, as it is shear enthusiasm that
is required to drive projects of this sort forward. As we know, there are relatively few motor museums in the
public sector. Many major science collections such as the Smithsonian already mentioned, the Science
Museum in London, the Powerhouse in Sydney, include motor vehicles as part of their transport story.
These museums are very important in being able to tell the overall transport and science story, whereas
most of us specialise. As an aside, I personally believe we at the World Forum should be trying to involve
more of those science-centred museums in our conferences and perhaps we can include them in a theme in
our next conference.
In order to look at the future, we do need to summarise what is happening at present. Here I would like to
speak first hand from experience in the United Kingdom. We have in the region of 85 motor-only museums
and, say, another 65 that are collections that contain within them significant numbers of motor vehicles. I am
not aware that this number is growing as occasionally one or two drop out and one or two new ones come
onto the scene. I think that many more people are now aware of the costs and problems in running all types
of museums and the big explosion of the ‘70s and ‘80s has long gone. If we look at the properly constituted
independent museum movement in Great Britain, Registered museums with charitable status, there have
been very few failures in the last 20 years. In the motor museum world no charitable trust museum has gone
out of business. One motor museum that started charging rent to the owner of each vehicle in the museum,
followed later by all insurance charges, soon found that they couldn’t make up the shortfall of visitor
admissions by charging their exhibitors. Sadly, and subsequently, the owner of this museum has, I am told,
been had up on a number of criminal charges. Another long established motor museum, Automobilia in
Cornwall, a family-run affair, found that the tourist industry in that part of our country was deteriorating
quickly and that it was more profitable for him to sell his premises for conversion into living accommodation
than to keep on in business. Ironically, this year, his last in business, has been his best for quite some time
as a major tourist attraction in Cornwall, the Eden Project, one of our more successful Millennium lotteryfunded attractions, has brought millions of extra tourists to the county.
In the United Kingdom, many of our heritage sites, stately homes, castles, historic gardens, museums have
seen a gradual decline in visitor numbers over the last few years. There are a wide variety of reasons for
this. We are experiencing much more competition from out-of-town shopping malls, or the so-called factory
retail village and the fact that some out-of-town shopping centres are almost the same size as the centre of a
local town. Shopping is now a national pastime. We have had a complete relaxation on our Sunday trading
laws that has encouraged this boom in shopping and shop visiting. Recent figures show that two-thirds of
the British population now shops on Sundays. Shopping is now an experience. Big shopping malls provide
all facilities required, such as toilets, crèche, restaurants and attractions, which often include cinemas.
Window-shopping is now an entertainment! We have not had the great decrease in the working week, which
we were promised years ago. People are still working long hours. Falling real leisure time for working adults
combined with rising real incomes is creating what has been dubbed “an income rich and time poor” society
in which individuals seek more intensive leisure experiences in the time that they have available. As far as
tourism is concerned, and I speak here with a UK perspective, there is always the attraction of the overseas
holiday where you are almost guaranteed better weather, and the pound goes a long way. There have been
many new tourist attractions opening in the UK. In Beaulieu’s case, about 50% new attractions in 10 years,
one of which (Paultons Park) is a children’s theme park, which now attracts more visitors than we get.
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Beaulieu, as a whole, which includes the National Motor Museum, has seen our visitor numbers decline in
the last five years from 509,000 down to 325,000.
Does the following sound familiar?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Capital and operating costs increasing faster than retail price index and faster than revenue.
Government contributions to museums and those from private individuals are harder than ever to
get.
Competition for money is increasing. Government is trying to put part of the responsibility for the
funding of arts and museums onto private enterprise. There are more institutions than ever before
competing for fewer contributed funds.
Large firms and corporations are no longer giving as much money, and when they do give, they want
control over the museum content. They want to tell their story, a story that will help them sell their
products or their image.
The audience is harder to attract and harder to hold than before. Gone are the days when the
Victorian cabinet of curiosities is sufficient. The moment you stray into the world of entertainment,
you will be compared with theme parks and, particularly, the Disney Empire. The comparison may
be very unfair, but so many people now have seen the best entertainment in the world at Disney
World that they expect something of the same quality from you. If you don’t measure up, will they
come back?

In our modern kiss-me-quick throwaway society, how do the public see museums and motor museums in
particular. Do the public care about the past in the same way as previous generations? Or is their view of
history only what happened the day before? I think many of the public respond to a far more short-term view
of history, almost sound bites, and if we are to succeed in the future, we need to find some way of seducing
them to visit our institution with images they respond to, and then captivating them whilst we have their
attention. Buildings, which are full of interesting but poorly displayed and badly interpreted motor vehicles,
must be a trend of the past. One motor museum in Great Britain has a hall completely full of red cars. After
that first glance, it’s terribly dull. I wonder how many of you visited the famous Bill Harrah Collection in Reno,
Nevada, which at its height housed 1,500 on display, most of which were in a long, straight lines. An
enthusiasts’ dream perhaps, but for the average Reno gambler coming up for air, it must have been a
nightmare. These museums have very little in the way of interpretation. Most museums just leave you in a
hall of gleaming automobiles and virtually say to you “get on with it”. Many motor museums have lacked the
professional input that is commonplace in museums of more traditional content. Often there is no attempt to
put the vehicles into any context or any historical perspective. Depending on your age and the types and
ages of the cars on display you might, at first, find an automobile from your youth and this triggers off
nostalgia. I openly admit that the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu trades on nostalgia. We know that
69% of our visitors are tourists and that some 85% of our visitors are not motoring enthusiasts. We tend to
display the more popular cars. Our collecting policy says we are a museum of social, rather than technical,
history. If your United Kingdom visitor fails to find a car or vehicle with which he or she has, in some way,
been connected or with his or her family, I think we have failed. I love it when I hear visitors saying “that was
my first car” or “I learnt to drive in one of these” or “grandfather had one of those”. Then there is always a
surprise, such as “but I was told that I was conceived in the back of one of those” or even worse if you didn’t
know “you were conceived in the back of one of those”.
There can be little doubt that the Motor Vehicle has been the most significant instrument of social change the
20th Century has witnessed. It has given an undreamt of ability to travel. It has enabled us to enormously
broaden our horizons; it has changed the landscape of the world. It has stimulated the transfer of goods on
a global basis. It has precipitated a phenomenal growth in leisure pursuits. It has generated tremendous
technological change. All in all, it has dramatically changed the world. But, do we as museums reflect these
fabulous stories? I would suggest that, generally, we do not. What we tend to do is to present the car as an
icon of taste, style, power and status. Some museums treat the car as an art object rather than as a piece
of functional design. That is something that we can debate on another day. Motor museums really must
improve their interpretation. They must invest in new technology, they must make the subject interesting and
exciting and probably, using modern terminology, interactive. I do hope, however, that the present practice
of throwing out exhibits and filling museums with interactives dies a natural death. There is a place for both,
one interprets the other but should not be used instead of the other.
I believe the popularity of the motorcar on which we depend for our livelihood declining. Even though the
number of motoring magazines on the bookstalls may lead you to believe that every motorist is an enthusiast
for his car, that is not true. Many think of the car as an expensive necessity. It performs an invaluable
service and gives a certain type of freedom, increasing traffic congestion permitting. From a personal point
of view, people don’t service their cars as much as they used to. Cars are much more reliable, servicing is at
7

much longer intervals and most are too complex for them to work on. Many don’t even clean their cars; they
take them to the car wash. In other words, they don’t spend time looking after them. Many people have
company cars or are leasing their car, not owning them, and don’t keep them that long. Customizing in the
sense of adding extras, which used to be a form of endearment is dying out. Manufacturers are building the
extras in. People don’t love their cars as they used to. It’s no longer part of the family. As the motorcar has
become more widely available, it has lost its uniqueness and special appeal. It has become another object,
much in the same way as a refrigerator, a deep freeze or a cooker. If the car is now being taken so much
for granted, some of the interest in its background and history is bound to disappear and motor museums are
going to have a much more difficult task to attract the modern car owner into the museum. The
environmental and anti-car lobbies seem to be on the increase. Whilst the car is not yet being presented as
being completely antisocial, this may be the case in the future. Who would have forecast, twenty years ago,
our present attitude to smoking, for example? Many are seeing the car and the cigarette in the same light.
I believe it is going to be very difficult to bring back to museums many of the visitors that they have lost in the
last few years. Museums will have to be much more efficient and look elsewhere for new business or look
internally for new savings.
In Great Britain we have a guru for forecasting the future of Museums. His name is Professor Victor
Middleton who published “New Visions for Museums in the 21st Century”. I quote from part of his preface:
Preservation of their collections for posterity is a raison d’être for all Museums but creative communication,
education and entertainment to engage as broad an audience as possible under growing competition is their
modern mission. In practice, Museums sit rather uncomfortably astride the twin pillars of culture and
education on the one hand and popular attraction on the other. For many, horns of dilemma might be a
more appropriate metaphor but they have to succeed at both to survive.
This is so true and I suspect sums up many of the problems which all of us in this room are facing. I think
that a well-run, well-marketed motor museum will continue to attract visitors in the future. I believe that the
downward trend in visitor numbers that we see now, for all the reasons you know of and that I have
mentioned, will plateau out. Those museums that wish to remain much as they are today will have to get
used to this much lower visitor figure. I believe the adventurous can climb out of the doldrums and see their
visitor numbers rising and in the context of today’s talk, I am using visitor numbers as being the marker of
success when, of course, it is efficiency and the bottom line which is the true proof of success. Lets assume
that we have the best product that we can afford and, let’s face it, a motor museum is a product – something
that has to be marketed with the same skill and the same force as a tin of baked beans or a washing
machine. I believe the principle area of weakness in a motor museum is the way in which they are marketed.
I do not think that enough money is set aside to run the paid advertising that is required for a museum and
certainly the time is not set aside for public relations. Public Relations is where you get an editorial mention
in a wide range of newspapers and magazines and on radio and television without actually having to pay for
it, but you do have to work very hard at it. As an aside to this, may I say that I deplore the museum that does
not spend money on advertising and expects the local papers to give it free mentions in editorial.
Newspapers exist to sell advertising – there must be a quid pro quo.
One way forward, which the National Motor Museum is certainly finding successful, is a continuous
programme of high-class special exhibitions of popular appeal. Each one of these exhibitions has a
reasonable, but not generous, budget. I know that many of you have been doing this for years; we have only
recently seen the need for them from purely a marketing point of view. We started recently with “The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly”, “The 100 Best and 100 Worst Cars of the First Century of the Motor Car” and followed
this up with an exhibition of James Bond cars and memorabilia and “Motoring Thru Childhood”, a unique
glimpse at the toy car, the pedal car, children’s games and books. Next year’s exhibition, which Andy Lane
is putting together now, will be “100 Years of Grand Prix Racing”. Last year Beaulieu bucked the downward
trend of admissions and this year, even with the problems of tourists staying away because of Foot and
Mouth disease, attendances are up on last year. All research seems to point towards special exhibitions.
I don’t know whether you would agree with me but I think that many motor museums are very insular.
Continuing on the marketing theme I believe that motor museums have got to get together into marketing cooperatives to help sell themselves. In Germany and in France you have these motor museum trails where
suggested routes are offered for travellers to visit a number of different museums. I am only aware of one
motor museum marketing co-operative and that is the Great British Motor Museums involving six museums
scattered around the country. Motor museums too seem to be reticent in joining in with the whole museum
community in a country. I think the museum movement has to speak with one voice and more and more it is
becoming apparent that we need the help of our respective governments. We must make it clear to
government that heritage is expensive to maintain and that the private sector cannot afford to continue to
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support it at the rate that it is at present. In order to put that point over, it must be a combined approach, with
all types of museums taking part.
We all know that if we as museum keepers had no soul we could present a collection to the public with far
fewer staff. To make ends meet you don’t need curatorial staff, archivists, librarians, nor do you need a
workshop and engineers. Most museums spend the excess of income over expenditure on “the twin pillars
of culture and education”, to this quote Victor Middleton. In so doing, most of us do not have enough left
over for investment for the future. This lack of investment is something I see all the time. Lack of investment
shows up in lack of training of staff and more radically in the lack of change within the museum, the inability
to put on new exhibitions and most importantly of all the fact that all buildings deteriorate and money must be
put aside for future building repairs.
My letter from Dave Brownell in the United States hints of a form of funding, which many of us can only
dream about – the endowment.
Today’s US museum scene is a mixed bag. There are some, like the newly opened Nethercutt Collection,
which will survive through time thanks to a huge endowment for its perpetuation. Ditto for the Heritage
Plantation Museum. It has been well provided for by the founder, the same for Otis Chandler and his semiprivate museum. Miles Collier got in and out of the museum business double-quick when he saw how much
money it cost. The Indianapolis Museum, of course, will last unto the next Millennium. And the Auburn Cord
Duesenberg Museum appears quite secure and well funded, the same for Blackhawk. What Ken Behring
spends on it each year is, in his world, pocket change. Owl’s Head is in good shape thanks to Rockefeller
and IBM/Watson money and an excellent community involvement programme.
Let me finish by going back to that first motor museum. Remember it was in 1912 in London, in Oxford
Street and put together by a very far-sighted man, Edmund Dangerfield, Editor of “The Motor”. I have tried to
look into the reasons why it failed but I have been unable to find much in the way of surviving paperwork
relating to its business. I will, therefore, surmise. A great idea by a great enthusiast who did not undertake
market research and did not understand the business. Whatever deal he did on the premises in Oxford
Street, they were then, and still are, some of the most expensive premises in central London. As an aside,
why is there no motor museum in London? Answer – it can’t be afforded. Even though the exhibits were not
very old, many of them were very out of date and were not very well displayed. I have been unable to find
any trace of marketing other than through “The Motor”, the magazine that promoted the museum, so this
really was a case of the enthusiast promoting a museum to the enthusiast and little attempt appears to have
been made to interest outsiders. I also happen to know that the record keeping and cataloguing on the
exhibits was very poor and the ownership of the exhibits was not always recorded. A familiar story today, let
alone 90 years ago.
I have every faith in the motor museum surviving, possibly in a different form to that which it is today, and I
look forward to hearing that the World Forum continues to be centre stage for open discussion of all the
problems that we may have.
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Marketing the museum in the modern world What gives tyre-kickers their kicks?
Kevin Fewster
The first car my parents owned that I can remember was an Austin A40. Pretty much all I can remember about it
was that it had a nifty silver bonnet emblem and the car was grey in colour. Around 1961 my parents bought a
new Holden. I was eight at the time. It's the only car number plate I can remember - FIFI-1 703. The then fashion
was two-tone colour schemes but we got the mono version - grey. In 1968 my father was relocated on work to
London for three years; the family tagged along. We bought a stylish new Triumph 2000 with wooden trim
interior. The paint scheme he selected matched the weather - grey. Today I drive a sensible but still sporty
Holden Vectra (it's actually a rebadged European Opel). The colour chart calls it something exotic but in reality
it's metallic grey. So if you were looking for someone to add colour to your motoring I'm perhaps not your boy.
Had the conference organisers known what I've just revealed, perhaps they wouldn't have invited me to address
you on the topic: 'Marketing the museum in the modem world' or, as I've dubbed it: 'what gives tyre-kickers their
kicks?'
I've never formally studied marketing, so apologies to any marketing gurus in the audience. Due to my lack of
formal training in the area, I asked one of my Marketing staff to give me her short definition of marketing. Her
email response was as follows:
Selling is about identifying the consumer's needs and then supplying products or services that meet
these needs. The role of marketing is to research and understand these needs and to determine the
products or services which will satisfy them.
The first thing to note is that marketing is not just advertising. Marketing is an all-encompassing approach.
Secondly, what is meant by 'the modem world'? I've taken this to refer to the dramatic changes that have
occurred across much of the western world in the past decade or so. We live in an age when work patterns are
fast changing; the old Monday to Friday 9-5 routine is no longer the universal norm; home-based work is
increasingly common; more and more people work as self employed consultants rather than company
employees; women in the workplace is the norm; many of us are working longer hours and feel relatively cash
rich but time poor.
When we're not working we can choose from an ever-expanding selection of leisure options:
•
Home entertainment: computers, the Internet, cable and pay television
•
Eating out and shopping have become leisure pursuits
•
Leisure has become an industry; whether it's self-improvement courses or some new theme park or
attraction, we select and consume leisure much like a can of soup
•
Gambling has become an accepted leisure activity ... one that can significantly reduce disposable
income previously available for other activities
•
And finally, with all the pressures and options described above, 'veging out', that is, doing nothing, has
become an acceptable leisure pursuit in its own right.
We live in an age of two very noticeable, but divergent, demographic trends:
•
An expanding 'grey market' (retirees over 55s): financially comfortable, with significant leisure time, who
tend to be interested in history
•
Young adults - often with significant disposable income but seemingly little time, and who tend to have little
interest in history due to its diminishing presence in both the school and tertiary curricula.
On top of these factors, today's world for most museums is characterised by shrinking levels of government funding
support and an ever-tightening struggle to attract corporate sponsorship or other forms of non-government funding.
In short, the modem world seems to be presenting serious challenges for museums; challenges which most
museums seem ill-equipped to meet.
I don't work for a motor museum; the Powerhouse Museum is Australia's largest museum and covers a vast array
of fields: science and technology, decorative arts and design, history - pretty much everything except natural history
and anthropology. We do have a large transport collection, including operating steam locos, planes, motorbikes,
trams, buses and cars. Before I moved to the Powerhouse last year, I was the inaugural director of the Australian
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National Maritime Museum. Thus, all things considered, I do not pretend to be an expert in motor museums
although I suppose I do have considerable experience relating to transport museums.
When viewed from my perspective as an interested fellow traveller, it's easy to suggest that motor museums should
be very marketable:
• We all own a car (or nearly all of us) and many own two or even three.
• Our kids can't wait to get one
• Cars are seen to possess great sex appeal
• Cars are seen as the ultimate status symbol
• And, aside from these supposedly positive attributes linked to the car, the environmental impact of
cars and our road systems are always topical.
The incredible appeal of the car is well illustrated by the annual Sydney International Motor Show, which takes
place in a vast series of exhibition halls in Darling Harbour very close to the Powerhouse Museum. Each year this
ten-day trade show attracts 250,000 visitors, by far the largest and most popular of any of the major trade shows
this centre hosts each year. In spite of the glamour of Sydney Harbour, the Sydney Boat Show, by comparison,
gets less than one third the Motor Show's attendance. I suspect similar motor shows around the world are equally
popular.
Our fascination with the car seems to know no ends. On the strength of all the above, the motor museum should be
attractive to all ages and all interests. Yet, from what I see and hear, motor museums seem to struggle like the rest
of us to attract an audience.
I was recently in Washington DC and visited the Smithsonian's incredibly popular Air And Space Museum. It gets
between 9-10 million visitors annually and is generally regarded as the world's most popular museum. Powered
flight and motorcars are both essentially twentieth century phenomena, so why should one seem to hold so greater
a fascination for the public than the other? Indeed, why does the Smithsonian have an Air and Space Museum but
not a motor museum - the car has defined America throughout the twentieth century to at least the same degree as
has the plane?
In Australia, there is no great motor museum. I say this with no disrespect intended to either the National Motor
Museum at Birdwood or institutions such as the National Motor Racing Museum at Bathurst - both are only too
aware of their shortcomings and their comparative 'minor league' status on the Australian museum scene.
Having said that, I believe recently completed new pavilion at Birdwood provides the infrastructure necessary for
it to develop into a fully-fledged national museum. Now what it most requires is acknowledgement and recurrent
support from the Federal government.
Just why Australia's motor museums have not been better funded and better developed, I'm not sure. Perhaps
they suffer from a similar problem to maritime museums: keen 'boaties' don't go to maritime museums ...
they'd rather be out sailing. Similarly, perhaps owning a car should not be confused with being interested in
cars? Certainly for me the car is a tool, not a toy or a talisman.
In principle, marketing a motor museum should be little different to marketing any other type of museum. So
how might we better market the motor museum, indeed any museum, to heighten awareness of it and to
maximise attendances and income? For me, the answer lies in building partnerships between the museum
and its community. Partnerships, I believe, are an essential ingredient for any museum whether it is large or
small, city or country based, national or local in scope. Partnerships are the essence of good marketing.
Much of what I'm now going to say is drawn from a presentation I recently gave to an all day planning session
undertaken with my own Board. I'll refer to some examples relating to the Powerhouse Museum but the
principles are, I believe, applicable to most, probably all museums.
As the old song says: 'You gotta have friends...' Friends and partners are the lifeblood of any organisation.
They give a museum connectivity with its local community. They assist us to diversify our funding base. They
are our supporters and lobbyists. And, as we all know, word of mouth is by far the best form of marketing.
So where might we find our friends, our partners? I intend to touch on seven likely groups: our affinity groups,
our Board, our near neighbours, the corporate sector, government, other museums, and finally, our visitors
and other users.
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Affinity groups
I include in this group volunteers, museum members, affiliated societies and special interest groups, and our
Board members (present and past).
Volunteers are a key group for most museums. Many museums literally cannot survive without them.
Do not take your volunteers for granted, they should be nurtured and respected. As we all know, 2001
is the International Year for Volunteers. What have you done to mark this occasion and acknowledge
your volunteers?
Members - No matter what your museum's size, I believe you should strive to create a members
program. It's a matter of choice if you link your members' program to your volunteers or maintain a
separation between the two groups. While a members program can be a valuable source of revenue
and help diversify your income streams, members should not be regarded primarily as a source of
revenue. A vibrant members organisation is a measure of your connectivity to your community. Their
commitment to the museum can bring rich rewards across many diverse fronts.
Affiliated societies: The Powerhouse Museum currently has 39 societies that enjoy affiliate status
with us. They range from musical instrument makers, embroiderers, clock makers, to aeronautical
associations. The program has operated for many years and is, I understand, unique to the
Powerhouse in this country in its scale and diversity. The societies enjoy the use of the Museum's
lecture theatres for their meetings and a range of other benefits befitting their special interests. In
return, some societies have made significant financial donations to the Museum and most offer
expertise when requested. I can see great potential to further invigorate these partnerships. Hence,
we recently established an annual Members Day where we not only offer a range of 'behind the
scenes' activities for our members, but also encourage our affiliated societies to set up displays in
the galleries to showcase their expertise and highlight their link to the Powerhouse. I would have
thought the plethora of car clubs and motoring groups provide plenty of scope for similar
partnerships within the motor museum world.
Board members (past & present) should be your closest and most committed partners regardless of
whether yours in a government or independent museum. Board members certainly need to be
nurtured by the museum's director and senior staff but, by the same token, board members need to
accept that they are on the board for a reason, not just for the status it might give them. Ideally, the
chairman and director will be consulted before board appointments are made; these two office bearers
should know best what skills and talents the museum needs. Equally importantly, board members
must be well inducted, to reinforce from the outset why they are appointed and what the institutions'
main needs are. And don't forget retired/former board members; generally they retain an affection the
museum and thus can serve as great ambassadors in the wider community.
Our neighbours
The immediate neighbourhood offers a rich diversity of partnerships with businesses, schools, community
groups and families. I cannot imagine any museum that does not wish to be a source of pride for its
neighbourhood (business and residential); similarly I'd like to think most communities take great pride in having
a good museum on their doorstep. Put simply, the museum should strive to get its neighbours involved in the
life of the museum, and the museum involved in the life of the community.
The corporate sector
In the great majority of my recent discussions seeking support for my museum from corporations, I am told that
the company wishes to establish a partnership with the museum, not simply provide sponsorship dollars to it.
What does this mean? I sense that companies want to be engaged, not just hand over money in return for their
logo being displayed at the museum's entrance or in exhibition advertising. Many companies now wish to
assist with the formulation of an exhibition's marketing strategy, or explore ways in which their staff might
develop an affinity with their partner museum. In America this trend sees companies hosting special days at
their partner museums for their staff and families, facilitating company staff to volunteer at a museum or
providing matching financial assistance each time a company employee joins a museum or other non-for-profit
organisation. Similar practices are beginning to appear within corporate Australia.
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We should broaden our field of view beyond exhibition sponsorship. A company might now be willing or able to
offer cash support yet is only too pleased to assist a museum through the provision of its expertise or custom
services. Information technology hardware and training is an excellent case in point. Nor should we forget the
great value of securing media partners to promote the museum, its exhibitions and programs. Whether it is
your local newspaper, radio or television station, these media partnerships are invaluable in building your
profile within your community.
Finally, as my colleague Carol Scott's paper will testify, possessing good audience research is highly desirable
when you approach prospective corporate supporters or media partners. More often than not, companies'
corporate affairs are managed by marketing people who want to know that you attract the audience that they
wish to reach.
Government
The Getty Museum in Los Angeles is perhaps the only museum in the world that is in the luxurious position of
not needing to seek some form of assistance from government ... and I assume even they had to lobby
government at some level to ensure that they got the services (roads, transport links etc) they needed to get
their museum open and functioning effectively. Whether our principal point of reference is local, state,
provincial or national, none of us can afford to ignore government. Love or hate them, politicians and
bureaucrats can be very helpful or very obstructive to you and your plans. Thus it's worth trying to build bridges
with them, either for direct funding or to create a climate in which your plans and projects will be viewed
favourably. With these ends in mind, it is well worth trying to get a government representative on your board or
advisory committee.
Other museums
While it might surprise some people, some of the greatest potential for partnerships exists with our fellow
museums. This collaboration might take the form of sharing exhibition tours, exchanging expertise, offering
reciprocal membership rights and/or distributing each other's membership leaflets (many people who join
museums are predisposed to join similar organisations).
Your visitors and other users
As I said at the beginning of this paper, word of mouth is undeniably the best form of marketing. Customer
service is thus a key element of good marketing. At both the National Maritime Museum and the Powerhouse
Museum I have insisted that all staff, myself included, regularly work a stint at the museum's Information Desk
near the front entrance. It is a great way of reminding all staff that we are a public institution whose primary
responsibilities are to the wider public and our visitors. In my experience, it also boosts morale amongst the
normal front-of-house staff and volunteers to see other staff, including the director, dealing with the issues they
face day to day. As an added bonus, sometimes a visitor will happen to find his or her query being answered
by the very person who designed or curated the exhibition in question or who conserved a particular object, or
who co-ordinated the marketing of the program being inquired of. For me, this strategy is an essential part of
our efforts to 'go the extra step' and thus convert all our visitors into our partners.
Finally, make sure you don't forget your virtual visitors, those who visit you first via the worldwide web. Not only
do we need to ensure that our website is reasonably up to date, we need to be ever alert for opportunities to
link our site to other sites which are likely to appeal to potential visitors.
Conclusion
Few if any of us have large advertising budgets, thus we need to be savvy in our marketing. In this paper I
have tried to suggest ways to be market focussed in all aspects of your operations. If you see marketing as
something that sits in its own little box separate from the museum's 'real work', then your marketing will almost
certainly fail. Marketing must be accepted by everyone on staff, on the Board and by your volunteers as
being truly integral to your museum's mission and ultimate success.
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Audiences and Cars: What Visitor Research Can Tell
Us About Positioning Motor Museums
Carol Scott
Introduction
The Powerhouse Museum in Sydney has 25,000 square metres of public space, the majority of which is devoted
to exhibitions. And- there are a wide range of exhibitions to entice visitor interest including decorative arts and
design, social history, science, technology, industry and transport.
Now, it is my job to manage a program of evaluation and audience research for the museum and one of the
many tasks that we undertake is regular visitor counts of attendances to exhibitions. It has been a source of
interest to me that the Transport exhibition consistently receives the highest average visitor attendances at 78%
and is the exhibition that attracts the greatest number of school bookings.
Transport has something for everyone. The means of getting from one place to another is a topic to which
everyone can relate irrespective of age, gender or ethnicity. Moreover, when one considers the degree of
scientific innovation and industrial development that surrounds the evolution of transport throughout the ages,
there are multiple stories to tell.
While the multi-faceted Transport exhibition at the Powerhouse Museum is very popular and literally features
trains, planes and automobiles, today, I want to share the findings from some audience research that we have
undertaken about one form of transport- cars.
The findings that I will discuss provide some valuable clues to the positioning of motor museums to attract
audiences.
Audience Research for Cars and Culture
In 1996, in preparation for developing a large temporary exhibition on the social history of cars in Australian
society, the museum implemented a program of audience research. This program included a major front-end
evaluation and, eventually, a summative evaluation of visitor responses to the exhibition when it finally opened in
1999.
A front-end evaluation is undertaken in the initial stages of concept development for an exhibition. It is a
qualitative research process that seeks information about the ways in which potential audiences approach a
topic. It takes into consideration the fact that audiences do not come to museums "cold”; they bring with them
knowledge, attitudes, life experience and preconceptions around a subject. Ascertaining what these
preconceptions and expectations are makes good sense if we want the exhibition to resonate with and attract
visitors.
The front-end evaluation that the Powerhouse Museum undertook sought feedback from a wide range of
audiences:
1) Core audiences
• Teachers of relevant curricula for primary and secondary students;
• Parents of children between the ages of 5 and 12 years; and
• Women between 25 and 45 years of age.
2) Youth audiences
• Young men between 18 and 25 years from Western Sydney; and
• Teenagers (male and female) between 16 and 17 years.
3) Specialists
• Car enthusiasts (historical and contemporary car club members, Motor Show attendees and
subscribers to Wheels magazine);
• Representatives of the car industry (NRAIA, RTA, manufacturers and car dealers)
• Designers and artists.
Now, I have to say at the outset that the outcomes of both the front- end evaluation and the subsequent
summative evaluation presented as many challenges as solutions. Positioning the subject of cars in the museum
context needs to take account of some problematic issues.
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The familiar
The first issue that arises is that of positioning the familiar and everyday in a way that will attract audiences.
Cars have the advantage of being familiar objects. They convey us to our places of work and entertainment.
They chauffer our children to and from school and to a myriad of extra curricular activities. They enable us to
have vacations and take us to far-flung places. In one way, this familiarity is a bonus because people bring to car
exhibitions a range of their own personal stories and experiences. But is also a liability, because, for the general
audience (not the car enthusiast) the familiar and the everyday is also, to a degree, banal.
The audience feedback that we received stressed the fact that extreme familiarity with the car in everyday life
lessens interest in it as a subject for an exhibition. While the societal impacts of the car and its role in social
change were not contested, these themes are generally taken for granted and were considered basically
unremarkable.
Now this is a challenge for museums whose role it is, in part, to contextualise objects and give them meaning
within a wider social, technological and environmental framework.
Perceptions of car exhibitions
One of the other issues that arose in the course of the front-end evaluation was the preconception that visitors
bring to car exhibitions. We discovered that the audiences have been 'educated' by marketing promotions and
media hype to associate exhibitions about cars with Motor Show exhibitions.
When Motor Show exhibitions are examined, it is evident that they feature many cars and focus on themes such
as 'new', 'advanced technology' and the hyperbole, excitement and entertainment that goes with those themes.
In the minds of prospective audiences, car exhibitions in museums can suffer in comparison because of the
conceptual disjunction between the pre-conceived expectation and the reality.
Certainly, this was confirmed when we analysed visitor responses to the exhibition, Cars and Culture, once it
was on the floor. The findings from the summative evaluation revealed that:
Additionally, 25% of all respondents identified that they had expected the exhibition to be larger and have
more cars. Furthermore, twenty-nine percent (29%) of all respondents suggested improvements related
to the increasing the exhibition size and content. The findings suggest that visitors have certain
perceptions about 'car exhibitions' - namely that they have lots of cars and content related (specifically) to
cars…. The perceptions of visitors about what constitutes 'car exhibitions' need to be addressed in
any marketing activities so that the gap between visitor expectations and perceptions and the
exhibition is addressed (Cronin, 1999).
The future
Another challenging outcome from this front-end evaluation was the fact that, on the subject of cars, potential
audiences (and most particularly, though not exclusively, young people) are interested in the future of cars more
than in their past history. This orientation owes much to advertising and the way that car manufacturers position
new products in the minds of the public.
The study revealed that
The future of the car … clearly strikes a chord with respondents who expect, in the context of an
exhibition about cars, to find a concentration on developments in design and on technological
progress… People are educated through media and marketing to expect that there is a constant
effort to improve cars, to harness innovations in technology and engineering to produce a 'better car'
…one which supersedes those which are currently available to consumers (Quadrant, 1996, p.48).
Having explored some of the challenges facing motor museums in positioning exhibitions, the studies that I am
quoting from also provide insights on strategically using this information to advantage.
The new, the future and the past
In many ways, it is not a case of abandoning an historical perspective; it more a case of positioning the past in
ways that are interesting and relevant to modern audiences. Three points are made:
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•
•
•

focusing historical interpretation on outcomes;
highlighting the future orientation that has always driven car development; and
the relationship between car design and the style of the period.

Quoting from the front- end evaluation to emphasise these points:
The people who are deeply interested in the historical perspective of car manufacturing profess increased
interest in the topic when it shifts focus to the end product: for example, the characteristics of cars that
were produced. This focus together with paying attention to the always forward-looking, insistently
progressive nature of development in car design up to the present and into the future- the part
Australian designers and manufacturing plants and workers played in the past and continue to play- will
elicit more interest (Quadrant, 1996, p.45).
The interest in new developments in styling, particularly in unique styles [appeals to audiences]. As well,
respondents show interest in how style in cars echoes or contradicts style in objects of the time
(Quadrant, 1996, p.46.
Behind the scenes and under the bonnet
Over ten years of audience research at the Powerhouse Museum, one of the major themes that has emerged is
audience interest in having a look 'behind the scenes'. We were not surprised to see this theme arise during the
front-end evaluation for Cars and Culture, but it was interesting to see the particular directions that it took.
One aspect was an expressed interest in the process of car design- revealing the design process, exploring
various engine prototypes, the diverse factors and influences that impinge on designs and the role of quality
control. Car design specifically for environmentally friendly cars and more affordable cars was also cited.
But it was also interesting to find out that the audiences wanted to get a 'hands on' experience themselves in
terms of exploring car design- they wanted to have an opportunity to be 'put in the frame' where they could
decide on components, determine specifications, weigh up competing factors and make decisions.
They also expressed an interest in a 'behind the scenes' view of the industry and a fascination with 'car facts'
such as number of cars in Australia, lengths of freeways, tests on fuel consumption, workings of traffic
technology and on and on...
The quirky, the bizarre and the unusual
One of the ways to present the car story to counteract the expectation of over familiarity with the everyday-ness
of the subject also emerged from the front-end evaluation. Audiences demonstrate a distinct preference for the
quirky, the bizarre and the unusual. To return to a previous theme, highlighting 9 original' designs of cars from
the past (i.e. the Goggomobile Dart) was cited as potentially interesting.
Related to this and at a more human level, is the association of sub-cultures with car use. The attraction of car
sub-cultures for the general audience is the eccentricity attributed to diverse codes of behaviour and lifestyle.
And I quote, again from the front- end evaluation,
They [the examples of sub-cultures] will have to be seriously outrageous or to have been proven
ultimately to be more sensible than contemporary popular opinion credited. There must be evident a clear
story or reason for directing attention to the examples chosen (Quadrant, 1996,p. 32).
Collective identity
In terms of the history of the car in Australia, to what extent does the search for a truly 'Australian car' reflect
something of our collective identity.
This research found that the FJ Holden is the only agreed, true Australian car and that the sense amongst the
respondents in this study was that it was unlikely that this country will produce a uniquely Australian car in the
future. Further these respondents were not particularly moved by Australia's contribution to the car as a matter of
national pride. In the foreground of discussions was always a more current interest in the design and nationalities
of the cars we import, admire and covet, the availability of a diverse range of models and the hybrid nature of the
cars that are currently produced in Australia.
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However, it is in respect of motor sport (car racing and car rally trails in particular) that respondents are
cognisant of a proud history of Australians who have been world leaders and champions ... for example,
Alan Jones, 'Gelignite' Jack Murray, Sir Jack Brabham, and locally successful racing drivers such as Peter
Brock and Larry Perkins (Quadrant, 1996, p.9).
Interactivity
I alluded earlier to the expressed interest in experiences that would enable visitors to be actively engaged in the
exhibition. In some ways this is the Powerhouse 'house style' and is expected of exhibitions presented at this
museum. However, the respondents to this study were wary of a documentary-style presentation of content and
expressed a clear wish for a 'hands on', interactive and multi-sensory experience.
In many ways, that, I think, is a clue for all motor museums to consider in terms of presentation. The
transcendent and authoritative subject voice of museums in general is being challenged in an information age
and visitors overall are seeking a multi-sensory experience in which they feel more control of the messages that
they take away (Weil, 1997).
Conclusion
Interestingly, when, some three years later, we undertook a summative evaluation of visitor responses to our
Cars and Culture exhibition, it was not surprising to see many of the themes from the front -end evaluation
emerge again.
When respondents were asked to indicate what things they liked the most about the exhibition, they identified
several key themes:
Preferred aspects of the Cars and Culture
(multiple response)

Number of
Responses

Percentages of
Responses %

Interactives both the general interactives and
the children's interactives were identified.
Especially the children's cars and the Hologram
car engine.

71

47%

Specific Cars were identified- in particular
Jack Brabham's car, Holden & Hybrid

69

45%

Specific Displays were identified - in particular
the robot assembly display, Jack Brabham’s
display and the car crash display

61

40%

The film and videos
Art works, photos and memorabilia
The design and display

41
19
11

27%
13%
7%

Further, when asked whether they had suggestions to improve the exhibition, 29% of all respondents made
suggestions regarding augmenting the exhibition. It was here that the influence of Motor Shows to form
expectations about car exhibitions becomes evident. Not only did visitors want more cars, they asked for the
diversity that is the hallmark of motor shows:
•
•
•
•
•

More up to date cars worth a lot of money- this is what attracts people.
Making it larger, having cars other than Holdens (Valiants were mentioned)
More car examples. Culture of 4WD's explored.
Greater diversity of car manufacturers and types.
I expected a full range of cars etc from early development to present. It only covered post World War 2
and mainly prototype or low production models.
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•
•

Increase the number of car displays, particularly early 50's- late 60's. More car accessories on show
e.g. Fluffy dice, hood ornaments, more picnic sets, old Gregory's, pictures of people and their cars.
Some Falcon coupes would be nice. More cars all round.

But in addition, they wanted more detail about things that are 'under the bonnet and 'behind the scenes'.
•
•
•
•
•
•

More on safety and economy.
Show principles of ignition.
An exploration of city/lifestyle changes afforded or forced by personal motorised transport.
Go for hard technical as well as the soft culture. Don't be afraid to lay on the hard science and the
technical facts.
More specific info on the effect of cars on our culture- travel, city living etc.
More emphasis on style, mechanical and technological changes

And, more, and diverse, interactive experiences that enable the visitors to get a multi-sensory experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could have readings from significant literature re: cars / culture to listen to with earphones.
Have more items on display or in a car exhibition display outside. Invite some car clubs to give talks etc.
Interactive Web display of car companies Web pages etc.
I would like to see some 'hands on' stuff, like seeing how steering works, engines etc.
Would be good to have an interactive car, people to sit in vehicle, test their response on braking etc.
Possible an interactive driving simulator that could simulate adverse driving conditions e.g. rain, oil
slick.
There could be presenters every hour or so to talk about the cars and show us the interior and motor.
More driving simulations for different models at different historical period and historical video
screenplay, could seat four at a time.

Motor museums throughout the world have been developed by passionate enthusiasts who have given their time
to share their particular passion with others. However, the future survival of motor museums depends not only on
the passionate enthusiasts. It depends on attracting and maintaining audiences. I hope that the Powerhouse
foray into this area of audience research provides some useful information to achieve this.
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Alternatives To Paying For Marketing
Brian Tanti
A paper prepared by Brian Tanti, Operations Manager/Curator, Fox Car Collection for presentation at the
World Forum of Motor Museums, Adelaide 2001.
Video of Lindsay Fox interview
Victorian statewide television promotion recorded in 1999 for Alfred Hospital Open Day held at the museum
site. This is an annual event hosted by the Fox Car Collection.
Introduction
Lindsay Edward Fox, founder of one of Australia’s largest transport companies, Linfox Transport, has always
had a fascination for all things mechanical. The result of his passion being the Fox Car Collection, Australia’s
largest privately owned collection of cars.
The collection consists of 135 cars with an estimated value of $15 million (Aus).
The collection ranges from classics to modern high performance super cars.
Lindsay’s decided in the mid-1990’s to donate a large component of his private collection to The Fox Family
Trust. His vision was to establish a charitable trust whose primary goal was to establish a motor museum to
generate revenue for charity.
The footprint of land that the collection occupies is in excess of 8 acres. Three separate properties;
The Queen’s building (circa 1890)
The Quarantine Centre and
The Public Transport Corporation building
have been amalgamated into one site with a view to develop a centre of automotive excellence. Currently
the main focus of management is to;
Remediate the site for future development
Provide an opportunity for corporate clients to utilize the facility for functions
Generate income for charities as part of the charter of the Fox Family Trust
To provide the public a unique opportunity to witness firsthand restoration expertise by a world class facility
The collection is housed in the historic Queens building located in the Melbourne CBD. The building,
originally the home of the national Mint, was later handed over to the Australian Customs Service for use as
a bonded warehouse.
Functions
What started out as a favour to the carpet company, who installed carpet into the ground floor of the Queens
building, has grown into an important and ongoing component of the museums recurrent revenue.
It became apparent that a niche existed within the Melbourne function market for a unique venue with broad
corporate appeal. The venue offers
Historic landmark building with classic vehicles on display
Proximity to the CBD
Off street parking
Indoor and outdoor function areas
Large capacity for attendees
Wide scope for theming an individuality
From a cocktail party for our carpet layers, the venue has in three years has grown into a function venue
considered one of Melbourne’s finest. The site now hosts such events as:
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QANTAS priority one program
KIA product launch
Opera Australia Fund Raiser (generating $90,000)
Launch of the Arrows Formula 1 car
Jenny Hoo Fashion (proceeds to the Very Special Kids Foundation)
Our client base is broad and includes such companies as:
Mercedes Benz Finance
KPMG event
Arthur Anderson
Macquarie Bank of Australia
Rothschilds Bank
Deutscher Bank
As part of the Charter of the charitable Trust under which the site operates, we under take to raise funds for
organizations as diverse as:
Multiple Sclerosis Society
Challenge Cancer Support Network for children and families living with cancer
Youth at Risk
Juvenile Diabetes Association
Very Special Kids Foundation
Alfred Hospital
Cystic Fibrosis Association
Neuroscience Foundation
How to attract your audience
Wearing the collection
An operational workshop providing support to run vehicles
Company support/foundation sponsor support (Linfox)
High profile of collection and owner
Quality of collection
Rarity of vehicles and nature of disciplines involved in the restoration process
Image presentation
A photographic presentation outlining the scope of activities undertaken by the Fox Car Collection.
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WWW: The Mercedes-Benz Museum Online
OR: Chances and risks of a virtual museum in the Internet

Wolfgang Rolli
Ladies and gentlemen,
Two years ago the Mercedes-Benz Museum was the host of the last World Forum and a lot of you here in
Adelaide have shared some days with us in our museum in Stuttgart.
Today, modern techniques make it possible that we do not have to be in Stuttgart to walk around in the
Mercedes-Benz Museum anymore:
I will take you on tour through the world of the Mercedes-Benz Classic Cars right here in the Stamford Plaza Hotel.
But before we start the journey through our virtual museum, I briefly want to let you know what was going on within
the last two years and what has changed:
•

First of all, the Mercedes-Benz Museum has increased the number of real visitors per year up to 500.000which is almost 20 % more than two years ago - and this against the trend!

•

Furthermore, we have made progress with our plans for a new Mercedes museum: A few days
ago we had our first meeting with 10 international architects which were invited to take part in a
formal official architecture competition for the new museum: A museum which will have almost
three times the size of the current one, which will show

•

More classic cars, more racing cars and - for the first time - even trucks, which is important
because we are the biggest truck manufacturer in the world. And, of course, it will be a
museum equipped with the latest and most modern museum techniques and media. If and
exactly when the new Mercedes-Benz Museum will be realized we do not know before the
beginning of the next year - the final decision of our board is expected after we do have the
results of this architecture competition.

•

And, in the meantime, the virtual Mercedes-Benz Museum is online in the World Wide Web - which
means you don't need to come to Stuttgart to visit us anymore!

Why do we need, then, a new museum in Stuttgart? Isn't this a contradiction?
To come to the point: No, it is not.
A computer cannot replace a real museum. Nothing can take the place of the fascination; the emotion and
the reality of a three-dimensional museum exhibit - except maybe the experience and fascination of driving a
classic car on the street.
Why, do we then need the virtual museum?
We need it as a supplement and as a substitute. There are three major reasons that make the virtual
museum for the online visitor and us necessary:
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•

For millions of the fans all over the world who are not and will never be able to travel to Stuttgart to see
the real museum

•

For all those who plan to visit the museum in Stuttgart and need information and help to organize their
visit or want to get the final motivation to start this trip.

•

For all those who have already been at the museum and want to do some more research or want to go
back to take a closer look, to see their favourite cars and exhibits again to remember their exciting visit.

Since we started our virtual museum in February 2001, the number of our online visitors increased constantly.
We have around 50.000 users who visit us monthly and navigate virtually through our museum. Of course, this
number could be even higher!
Furthermore we need to improve, for example, our web address, which is "www. Mercedes-benz.com/classic"
- too complicated for people who look for the 'Mercedes-Benz Museum". Actually, the visitor should get right
on the first page of the museum when entering the words 'Mercedes Museum", Daimler Museum,
Mercedes-Benz or Daimler Chrysler Museum. But - we are working on it!
And there are more things for us to work on:
Online booking of museum tours for groups, a special guided virtual tour for kids, special theme tours for
adults, a virtual movie theatre, shop mail orders, chat boxes, and so on. The possibilities are almost
endless!
But a lot has become virtual reality already - and therefore I think we should now go from Adelaide to
Stuttgart, to the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
You are actually here in the main entrance of the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
You see, ladies and gentlemen, that a lot of this is impressing and the world has become fast and small in
many ways - you can travel almost anywhere in no time and no space.
But on the other hand, the myth of our classic cars and their fascination for the visitor can only be really
experienced when we can feel them, hear the sound of their engines, smell the gas and - in the best case when we drive them.
Cars are meant to drive - on real streets and not in the Internet - or what do you think?
I look forward to hear your opinion.
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Navigating the Motor Museum
Rob Pilgrim
As a professional navigator who has come late in life to the museum field, I have long been interested in the
manifold ways in which visitors find their way around museums and the tension between the desire of some
visitors to pick and chose their own routes and that of the museum to construct a navigable narrative.
Two recent experiences brought the idea of a navigable museum to the fore. Firstly, I was involved in
surveying visitors to the National Motor Museum at Birdwood in South Australia for my PhD research. This
required me to ask questions of a certain percentage of the visiting public as they departed. However,
particularly in the earlier hours of the day, I often found myself with no one to interview and was frequently
asked questions by those visiting. One of the questions that I was often asked was ‘Where do I go from
here’?
The museum has no formal, structured pathways for adults yet some visitors at least wanted guidance. This
was reinforced both by my own survey results where over 10% of respondents, when asked what they liked
least about the museum, answered that they wanted more guidance or that they particularly disliked
backtracking to get out of the building; and, further, by the fact that some of my students, when asked during
a group visit, indicated that they had not even seen Driving Force, one of the major exhibits of the museum.
The second element that sparked my interest was a curatorial internship courtesy of the National Motor
Museum at Beaulieu in England, which involved me in visiting a large number of museums in a very short
time. I often found myself arriving at a museum before my appointment with a staff member and spent the
time looking around the museum. I, too, found that rarely was any effort made to guide the visitor in some
logical sequence and that, quite often, the museums seemed to consist merely of a collection of vehicles
arranged in some, apparently random, order with a seeming lack of forethought about where the visitor might
go and what they might see, or wish to see.
Finally, I also felt that there might well be parallels between the anarchic, labyrinthine nature of many motor
museum spaces and that of the internet and wondered whether there were also parallels between navigation
in the motor museum and navigation in the motor museum website.
The contemporary museum is more than merely a collection presented in a building; rather it is a place
where the visitor can interact in a variety of different ways with both the artefacts and the thoughts and ideas
of the curators and staff of the museum. Those interactions need to be structured in ways that are both
accessible and flexible and yet capable of being guided by the needs of the museum as much as by the
needs of the visitor. The museum visitor, whether to the physical museum or the virtual, enters a world
constructed by members of the museum staff; of information and artefacts within an enclosed space; and
within which the visitor must navigate. The intention of the museum is almost inevitably to communicate
information and in order to do that successfully it is necessary for the information to be organised in a
hierarchical fashion, with piece building upon piece in a logical fashion, until a the story is complete. But
more than that, the visitor must be persuaded to navigate through this information in the ‘correct' order.
It can be argued that there are essentially two types of visitors to museums such as car museums, these
might be described as enthusiasts and lay people. The enthusiast, buff, or ‘rivet counter’ will often come into
the museum knowing in advance what it is that they want to see, even if only in general terms. They will then
pick and choose the objects of their attention from their own knowledge and understanding of the objects
presented to them. Like James Michener (1992:117) they will ‘walk to the centre of each room… [and ask]
‘What is worth noting here?’. They have little if any interest in the curator’s aim, the story or narrative, which
the museum is trying to communicate; they have come only to see the objects of their own personal
obsession. Whilst trying to design a navigation system which will meet their needs seems likely to be
fruitless, a waste of time and resources, there is nevertheless a need for the museum to consider their
presence when designing navigational aids. There is always the problem though, that whatever they may be
told, enthusiasts always know better, know more, or know different
In opposition to these enthusiasts, of course, there are others who have come to the museum for other
reasons and it is for them that the main focus of the navigation system should be designed. They are far
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more likely to be receptive to the ideas of the curatorial team, as long as they can successfully navigate their
way through the exhibition. In this way the curator's role extends beyond selection and presentation of preexisting works, encompassing in addition the guidance and supervision of the visit as an ongoing event.
Furthermore, the curator must be aware that it is not just the holistic museum, or individual exhibitions that
require navigable pathways but also individual objects.
There is then a tension not only between the visitors who desire guidance and those who wish to explore
freely, but also between the visiting public and the museum professionals themselves. The museum’s need
to communicate its narrative will require limited choice in navigation whilst the free moving visitor will want a
less constrained design. A well-designed navigation system will take into account the needs of all parties
involved and offer a flexible solution that allows those who wish to follow a signposted and defined path to do
so whilst allowing others the freedom to move as they wish. The navigation design must also take into
consideration the socio-aesthetic relationship between the object and the viewer as mediated by the
museum space whilst also acknowledging the limitations of both space and content because, naturally,
navigability is always tempered by available resources. The resulting information spaces should allow
visitors to choose pathways, which they see as best suiting them. For communication to be successful, that
movement should be informed by the organisation of the space.
Navigation of all sorts can be seen as a series of decisions that have to be made by the navigator and, in
order to make those decisions, there is a requirement for information. By the structuring of that information
the museum can guide the visitor down the pathways that the museum prefers, often without the knowledge
of the visitor of the amount of guidance, which they are gaining. There are a couple of ways in which
museum visitors find their way around this information, through the use of maps and the design of the
physical space. These two concepts are tightly interlocked but I will try to look at them separately
One concept which is of particular relevance when it comes to navigating the museum is that of ‘Wayfinding’;
that is, ‘spatial problem solving’ (Passini 1984). Wayfinding describes a person’s ability, both cognitive and
behavioural to reach spatial decisions, decisions which have two separate elements occurring at a particular
place, known as a decision node, and resulting in a behavioural response. These are the navigation
decisions that the visitor has to make at every artefact and at every signpost, at every doorway or fork in the
path. On the website, every click is a decision node (Flandsers 2001a). Every decision about which way to
go is a wayfinding decision and the museum can assist in the decision process by providing orientation cues
and information about the decisions to be made at waypoints, memorable locations that help to orient the
visitor. These cues aid the visitor in making a decision which best pleases them.
In the physical space these cues might be verbal, graphic (maps, signage, directories) or architectural
(stairs, paths, doorways and the relationship between them) (Arthur & Passini 1987). These cues must be
provided in a way that the visitor can readily understand at the point where the decision must be made.
Reducing these nodes to a minimum also assists in increasing navigability. In combination with a
consistency in cue design and placement, this simplicity is a great aid to the visitor’s navigation of the
information pathway.
Arguably 20% of visitors, and possibly more in motor museums, have problems with reading text so
consideration needs to be given to the use of pictograms for environmental cues.
Apart from the specific information provided by good design at decision nodes, there are other ways in which
the museum can assist navigation. In larger museums the subdivision of the whole into smaller, more easily
comprehended, areas is one way in which the museum can provide a cognitive framework for navigation
within the whole space. These subdivisions might be physical division of spaces into smaller spaces or the
colour coding of areas into different notional and visual areas.
Perhaps the use of the physical necessities of the contemporary museum such as shops, restaurants or
toilets might be designed as focal points for hypothetical areas. The visitor’s movement from one locus to
another, or from one space to another gives them a cognitive framework with which to navigate the overall
museum space.
Arguably the first element in navigation of the museum is a map. Maps are a cultural universal (Stea et al
1996), for in all places and times cultures have had a need for navigation and have produced maps. The
concept of the map, then, will not be an unknown one to a visitor, whether real or virtual.
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A map is both an aid to navigation and a way of concisely communicating both the content the organising
principles of the space in a pictorial way. Maps are not pictures but frameworks for the visitor to mentally
hang an image of a space off. In order to do this the visitor must be able to visualize the space in relation to
the map and to facilitate this both maps and exhibitions themselves need to be designed in logical,
understandable ways in order to best communicate the desired information.
For many motor museums the use of maps starts well before the arrival at the front door, home is often the
point of departure from which, firstly, the museum must be found. Ensuring the placement of the museum in
the larger context of the surrounding area is a major element of designing the navigable museum.
Upon arrival a good map of the museum itself will allow the visitor to assess where they are in relation to the
whole space, to decide what they think is of interest and work out routes to parts of the museum which they
particularly wish to visit. In order to do this visitors must be able to easily identify where they are and where
they wish to go.
Whilst it might to some extent be true that the very concept of a navigable path may be a construct of the
museum (Duncan 1991), it seems inarguable that visitors should be given the opportunity to follow, or not, a
path designed by the curator and intended to tell the story which the curator wishes. That path will be defined
by the labelling and signage, as well as by the artefacts themselves.
One area in which motor museums often fail is in the provision of suitable signage at decision nodes. These
signs need to give navigation choices for those who desire them as well as options perhaps not considered
by the visitor, for example toilets, shop or restaurant. There is a need to make signs unambiguous and to
place them carefully – and as sparingly as the complexity of the navigation system allows. In larger
museums, with many choices of destination, thought needs to be given to those included in any sign. For
example signs in the middle of a narrative path should, arguably, not have information leading visitors off that
path to other paths or to places some distance from the sign – except of course for the services, which
should be included on most, if not all, signage.
As well as signage, it is possible to direct visitors along particular pathways through the subtle use of
screens and barrier. In this respect, large object museums such as motor museums have the distinct
advantage that their collection often consists of objects that are large enough to act as barriers in their own
right. By careful placement of vehicles visitors can often be directed away from or towards particular areas.
As a case study of navigation practices in the motor museum I will be taking the new pavilion at the National
Motor Museum, Birdwood. However to start with, I must point out that this is not a survey of actualities, but
rather a series of visual notes and observations made over a period of two years during which I have been
visiting Birdwood as a researcher. It is both non-scientific and informal.
Fig 1. The ‘Driving Force’ Exhibition
The new pavilion at Birdwood has been grafted onto the front of the old motor hall, it is entered at one end
and the visitor, after leaving the pavilion to enter the motor hall, returns through the pavilion to exit the
museum. Although I have never seen a planned route through the new pavilion, a notional route might look
something like this.
Fig. 2. Possible Route of Visitors to the New Pavilion at National Motor Museum, Birdwood
However, my observation of visitors soon after opening showed that they followed very little of this notional
route, especially when it came to entering either of the two ‘enclosed’ exhibitions. One, ‘The Drum’, is a fully
enclosed, air-conditioned display space, the other ‘Driving Force’ an interactive exhibition examining the
social nature of the motorcar. Indeed, the track that many visitors appeared to take looked more like this.
Fig. 3. Observed Route of Visitors to the New Pavilion at National Motor Museum, Birdwood
The first problem, how to get visitors to enter the Drum was largely mitigated through signage which
indicated that visitors were allowed to enter the space, which had to many appeared like a sealed showcase;
and by subtle movement of the vehicle which had been across the doorway in such a way as to present a
visual, although not physical, barrier.
Encouraging entry into Driving Force, however, is a different matter. It seems that no matter how the vehicles
are moved around, visitors either do not see the entrance or do not wish to enter if they do see it. On talking
to visitors, and my students, it seems that there are probably a combination of factors that cause this.
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Firstly, the entrance to Driving Force faces the wrong way to encourage people to enter; by the time that they
see it they have often passed it and would have to backtrack in order to go in; this at a time when many
visitors are reaching the end of their visit, and may be suffering from ‘museum fatigue’; and at a place where
they can see the exit close by.
Secondly, several students and visitors pointed out that having a car actually inside the exhibition is a visual
barrier. Some of them thought that the exhibition was simply another display space like The Drum, but with
only one, rather non-descript car. Others said that they thought the displays around the car would only be
about that car and, again because of the commonplace nature of the car, were not particularly interested in
the anticipated displays.
There are, then, two possible solutions. Firstly the entrance of the exhibition might be realigned so that it was
more readily visible earlier in the visit or, alternatively, a particularly attractive or interesting artefact, might be
placed in such a place that it would ‘drag’ visitors through the space between the back of the Drum and the
entrance, again earlier in the visit.
Figs.4a/b. - Options for Solutions to Driving Force Problem
Further, removal of the car from the interior might well increase the number of visitors who enter the Driving
Force exhibition space.
Many of the lessons which can be learnt about designing a navigation system for the physical museum, and
the rules which result, can be transferred to the virtual word and these might be readily summed up as
consistent simplicity; this is what works best for visitors, whether real or virtual, navigating their way in the
museum space. In both the real and the virtual space, some visitors will want to follow their own routes whilst
others will want guidance; in both, cues at decision nodes are an important factor in the navigation system
and in both provision of that guidance needs to be both flexible and predictable. There is a need in the
museum website to deliver a customised experience which matches the demands and needs of the user
(Koentjes 2001); indeed, the success of a website is directly related to the ability of users to locate the
information that they seek easily and quickly (Bartsch 2001).
It is necessary to briefly analyse why museums have websites at all before looking at the navigation systems
necessary to achieve their goals. Whilst museums themselves have argued for a wide variety of reasons
these can essentially be considered as revenue raising through the encouragement of physical visitation,
through the gaining of new members or donations and information dissemination (Shubin 1997). Of the two,
information gathering seems to be the most likely reason why visitors would access a site, for few, if any,
would decide to join or donate without first having seen the benefits of doing so. Even when membership is a
goal of the visitor it will almost certainly have been preceded by an information-gathering visit, whether virtual
or physical. This paper, then, will look specifically at the needs of the information-seeking visitor with
peripheral reference to the revenue raising requirements of museum websites.
As in the physical world, finding the site is the first element of navigating the museum on the web and how a
visitor arrives at the museum’s site must, then, be one of the first questions that arise. It might well be that
the visitor has arrived through a specific, purposeful, search for the museum, that they wish to visit the
museum’s site and have the address but, not infrequently, a visitor might well be a serendipitous arrival who
has found the museum’s website whilst surfing from site to site and has stumbled on it by sheer chance and
decides to stay a while. In between these might be others who have found the site through reference from
elsewhere, from search engines, from lists of motor museums—either online or in text format—or from other
sites such as tourist bureaux (Fellenz et al 1998).
This creates the problem of retaining the visitor and well designed content and navigation must be the way
that this is achieved for an online experience is a real experience, not a virtual one (Flanders 2001a) and
people will stay as long as they are using and enjoying the site. Visitors to the museum’s website are paying
someone else, not the museum, for the privilege, and they can, and will, go elsewhere if they are not
attracted by what they find on the site. (Flanders 2001a) However the nature of the web view, through a
screen like a television set, means that many expect to be fed information as they are by TV, they see the
web as a passive media (King 1999) and their lot must be eased as much as possible. No matter how
attractively presented, however, websites will fail to achieve much without a decent navigation system which
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answers 3 basic questions “Where am I”, “Where have I been?” and “Where can I go from here?” (Kirsanov
1997)
As the web is currently formatted much design is predicated on the lessons learned in designing the written
page (King 1999). However this causes some problems because web users tend not to read on-screen text
in the same way that they would read a paper document (Shubin 1997), rather they scan the text looking for
words or concepts which attract their interest (Wallace 2000). This means then that the content of pages,
whilst often being designed like written pages in a book, will not work in that way, but rather, more like a
museum label, the text must be both concise and informative. The web has enormous scope as a visual
medium, and people typically find it difficult to read large amount of text on screen (Horton 1994). Therefore
graphics are a crucial factor in design and websites should be a dynamic integration of both graphics and
text.
In the same way that visitors might arrive at the museum website in a variety of ways, there are also variety
of tools which they might use to navigate within the site. These include on screen buttons and links;
scrollbars; keyboard commands; site maps and indices; or searches for keywords. However the main
navigation tool for most sites is in a large number of cases some sort of menu in a separate frame. In good
systems, this is accessible from every page on the site.
There is a basic confusion for many on entering any site and that is the dual navigation systems available on
the screen. Websites are embedded in the navigation matrix of the browser itself so that they are placed at a
juncture where two sets of navigation tools are available and these might well work in different ways. For
example, good navigation system design will allow for the fact that many visitors are accustomed to using
the ‘back’ button within their browser to return to a previous page. However, depending on the design of the
site, use of the browser’s back button may not take the visitor back to the last page accessed but rather the
page at which the user entered the site; to the last page which the browser has on its address list.
Incorporating a back button within the site, as part of the navigation system can help to compensate for this
problem. Indeed, the use of buttons to access navigational links both within the site and externally is
generally acknowledged and a series of links joined in this way can be used to give a virtual guided tour.
Efficient and effective navigation, then, requires good interface design and layout and fast transfer of
information – the desired information. There are, then, two basic elements which combined provide useable
navigation systems for a website—simplicity and consistency of design (Wallace 2000)
From the entrance to the exit websites, like physical museums, need to be designed for a wide variety of
users. This means that the design has to be both simple enough for the beginner to use with content
interesting enough that the more experienced user would want to continue despite this simplicity. Indeed, the
desire for quick and easy information that the web satisfies for many people requires that sites are quick
loading and not too content intensive. (King 1999).
As well as the site navigation being designed for simplicity of use it must also be designed for rapid
navigation (Shubin 1997) and should have as a goal the reduction to a minimum of the number of things that
the user must do to achieve their end.
Consistency in design is also tied to the concept of simplicity. Users will learn how the navigation system of a
site works by navigating through it. If the lessons learned on the first page are not replicated on later pages
then visitors may well leave in frustration. Similarly consistency in the narrative and visual theme means that
the user will know immediately upon entering a page where they will be likely to find the information for which
they are looking. In addition, design elements that are repeated from page to page should always serve the
same function; text labels and icons should always mean the same thing; and the same thing should always
be represented by the same icon or label. If something on a page looks like a link, it should be a link and vice
versa (Flanders 2001b).
As in the physical world, one way in which many, more experienced users, navigate is through a site map,
not all sites have this, although they should, but when they exist they allow the visitor to pick a path knowing
the final destination or to go directly to that final destination. Site maps come in a variety of shapes and
sizes, but they are, nevertheless an essential part of any virtual navigation system.
The front page of the website, often called the home page, is the most valuable real estate in the site
(Flanders 2001b) and should contain the most significant information and set the parameters of the
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navigation scheme. Some sites have a front page, which leads to a second page that serves these functions,
but for many users this is merely a waste of time. It is like arriving at a physical museum and finding that,
prior to entry, time has to be spent in a vestibule. Rather the front page should have basic information such
as the street address and phone numbers of the museum. Whether the entry costs should also be shown is
a debatable point, if the user has time to think about the prices they may decide not to visit the museum but if
there are no prices then they may decide that this is because they are too high. The front page sets a tone,
an environment that serves to encourage the visitor to venture deeper into the site (Bartsch 2001) and, in
addition to the basic information should have links to other pages within the site. To have links to external
sites, however, is one way to encourage visitors to leave before they have actually entered the museum’s
site. It is far better to have external links on a separate exit page that should be linked from the front page. If
this is labelled as such and accessible from all of the other pages then the offer of easy access to an exit
may, perversely, help retain visitors (Kirsanov 1997). Similarly, a book marking service on each page will
encourage revisiting (Kirsanov 1997) and, as those who have entered the museum’s site through the use of
a search engine such as Google or Hotbot, may well find themselves on an embedded page rather than at
the front door, all pages should have links to both the front page and a site map.
There is some discussion about whether images should be opened in a new browser window separate from
the window containing the originating page, with that page behind it, or not. But, if this is done, they should
be offset sufficiently for the visitor to see that closing the image page will not close the browser window with
the site in it.
There are a variety of problems with navigation systems that can be readily overcome, although most are
caused by inconsistent design or implementation, and these can be countered by well-designed evaluation.
For example, a problem with some sites is the desire that website designers have to show off their abilities,
to use the site as a form of CV almost, by using the most up to date applications and plug-ins. These sites
tend to show off the designers skills rather than the site owner’s products (King 1999) and, in many cases,
cannot be easily accessed by users who do not have the latest technology. This latter is increasingly a
problem as users are updating their equipment and software less frequently and accessing a page that
requires a downloaded plug-in before it can be used will often put off visitors.
Similarly sites should be trialed on a variety of Browsers and from a variety of machines, both PC based and
Macintosh, in order to check that visuals and layout work on different machines. Sites should also be
evaluated from outside of the server system in which they are embedded in order to gauge the load speed
for the external user.
Indeed, it is probably advisable to bring in someone from outside of the design environment to evaluate the
site (Flanders 2001a).
However, once in use sites may develop problems and will often need regular updating and checking to
ensure that they are still functioning as they were intended. When sites are moved from one location to
another it is advisable to place a forwarding link from the original address to the new address since some
regular visitors may have book marked the museum’s site. This will also overcome, to some extent, the
problems of dropped links from search engines and forwarding sites such as motor magazine or club lists. It
is even better to at least attempt to update links from other sites to the new address, although this is not
always feasible.
Finally, dated information on pages can be off-putting to the visitor, if the front page has ‘old’ information
what likelihood is there of the rest of the site being up to date?
On the net, as in the physical world, museums are in the information business, there are certainly some
differences but the information provided on the net is to some extent designed to encourage physical visiting
and can be seen as an adjunct or an introduction to the physical visit as well as an information service in its
own right. The information provided needs to be carefully organised in a navigable system that allows the
visitor to know where they are, and where they have been and to make the decision of where to go next. To
achieve this requires consistent design for both the content and the navigation system, if indeed these can
be separated, and should be provided in simple language that is readily understood by the visitor,
increasingly this is graphical language.
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The current arguments about the convergence of information technology apply equally well to other
information delivery systems such as the museum and these institutions are likely to be transformed as a
consequence of the introduction of new media. This possibility of transformation adds to the need for debate
over the form, function, and purpose of the contemporary museum for in order to understand where the
museum will stand on the web it is necessary to know where it stands elsewhere. This is not, however, to
say that museums on the web will replicate museums in life but rather that they must understand the
changing nature of their physical role before creating a place on the web.
Those similarities which I see between navigating the museum’s physical space and the web space are likely
to come closer together in future with visitors who have accessed the museum on the net bringing to the
physical site a navigating behaviour which has been refined and structured through their use of the net.
Whilst it might be argued that as people become more used to the browsing behaviours inherent in surfing
the net it seems likely that they will also become less focused in actual visiting however, this appears
unlikely. As long as there is a need for museums, there will be a need for the real, physical place, with real
people inside, walking around looking at real artefacts and meeting real people in real life, ‘traditional’
museums, though changed by the way we will use these technologies, seem unlikely to become obsolete—
in the short term at least
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Miss Renner's Austin: A conservation dilemma
Lorraine Wilson, MA
Museum of Transport, Technology & Social History
MOTAT was founded in 1963 by volunteer groups interested in the preservation of transport and
technological artefacts. The museum suffered regular major financial crises and had never received secure
operational funding until the passage of the MOTAT Act in 2000, which requires all Territorial Local
Authorities in the Auckland region to contribute to the running of the museum. For the first time MOTAT can
look forward to a secure future.
The museum has largely relied on volunteers to care for the collections and undertake restoration and
conservation projects. Conservation and restoration policies have largely developed in an ad hoc manner
over the years and differed in each section of the museum. There was a considered policy not to fly any of
its aircraft but to restore them as static display items. However aircraft engines were operated at one time,
and I am sure many of the volunteers would like this to occur again.
The tram section have a written collection policy to have an operating tramway, restored artifacts such as the
Baldwin steam tram (which won a major restoration award) operating on special occasions and a few trams
to be used for static display. They record their conservation work and retain any original materials that are
removed during restoration. This section is endeavouring to cover all bases.
MOTAT's car collection was originally acquired in a serendipitous manner - what was offered as a gift to the
museum was largely accepted. Vehicles were generally included to show their use in New Zealand's society
and to show automobile technology in a timeline common to many such collections around the world. To that
end an A Model Ford was replicated and is still on display - (clearly identified as a replica). Cars donated to
the collection were restored, although some were in a condition that did not require major intervention. Cars
were operated on "Live Weekends" - events where MOTAT operated many of its vehicles and other working
exhibits - and also took part in road events. The Volunteer Section head of the Road Transport Division
maintains "as a conservation measure all engines should be in running order or inhibited."
P.R. Mann describes museum collections like MOTAT's: ".in practice technological museums do not
generally seek to build up typographical collections with an abundance of evidential material. Instead they
build representative collections where each object illustrates a particular stage in a sequence determined
from historical literature. ... A study of known history of technology is used to identify 'gaps' in the collection,
which are then filled by acquisition. These acquisitions are illustrative rather than evidential. They are
evidence for a known history rather than evidence for establishing a history."
A significant amount of restoration throughout MOTAT's collections has been necessary because of the
deterioration that has occurred since the artefacts have been acquired by the museum. The collections grew
in an unrestrained manner, far outstripping the ability of the museum to care for them. Volunteers came and
went, registration systems begun and abandoned, cars, aircraft engines, steam engines, railway artefacts
among others operated (or not) throughout MOTAT’s history. Overall MOTAT's volunteers and staff would
probably agree with Mann that the museum regarded the operation of vehicles for public interest more
important than the "destruction of material evidence that results from operation"
The Austin 6/18
In 1936 Mr. Renner of Herne Bay Auckland bought a new Austin 6/18 car. Austin's were the only nonAmerican cars to make an impact on the New Zealand market in the 1920's and 30's. In 1933 there were
7,417 Austins on New Zealand roads, third in popularity. Their success was largely due to the Austin 7 that
was heavily promoted as being as economic a mode of transport as the tram.
Mr. Renner decided that he wanted to replace his Austin 6/16 with a car that had more "oomph". Shortly after
taking ownership of the car, he had an accident and was unable to drive. His daughter Phyllis became the
family chauffeur. In 1948 the vehicle was transferred into her name. From then on Phyllis drove the Austin
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until a few months before her death in 1994. The New Zealand Herald of 1986 carried a front-page story on
the 50 years of the Austin with Miss Renner driving. On her death the car was bequeathed to MOTAT.
Over the years Miss Renner had the odd bump and scrape, headlights had to be replaced, and by 1994 the
Austin was bearing witness to its age and its over 200,000 miles traveled. However it was in good running
order, largely original and was driven to the museum by Miss Renner's nephew.
The Challenges of Miss Renner's car
This vehicle was not included in the collection to illustrate a particular technological development. The A6/18
was not an automobile icon of the era. It was accepted into the collection as a piece of social history - the
story of one woman and her car. Miss Renner was not rich or famous; she does not appear in any Who's
Who, she was simply the daughter of a relatively prosperous family who lived an unremarkable life in
Auckland. She typified a pre-disposable-age attitude to possessions, in that her answer to the agents for
Austin Seabrook Fowlds Company, who approached her regularly, suggesting that she purchase a new
model, equally regularly refused on the grounds that the A6/18 was in good running order and she could see
no good reason to trade it in.
Was the original decision to accept this vehicle a correct one for the museum?
In 1994 under new Board leadership and management MOTAT began to examine its policies and
procedures. A Collection Management Group was established and the case for any new accessions had to
be made in writing to this group. Miss Renner's car was described as being in "...totally original condition
and as such is an excellent representation of English motoring in the late 1930's." The other important
considerations were that it was in "..excellent original order. The engine, gearbox etc. are in perfect
condition... the body is mainly in original paint..."
The history of the car was known and the recommendation was that it be accepted into the collection and
would be "...subject to conservation measures rather than restorative." It was thought that the car would
"..enhance the Museum's profile with various car clubs and British car enthusiasts through participation in
activities such as the 'All British car Day' as well as Museum special exhibition programmes."
It was not surprising therefore that the Collection Management Group accepted the vehicle into MOTAT's
collection. However the museum does not have environmentally controlled storage or display areas for its
vehicles. It was originally housed in an off-site store that subsequently became unavailable. The car came
back on-site and although under cover, is not in ideal environmental conditions to ensure its longevity.
As the collection policy states that MOTAT must have the ability to care for any artefact it accepts, it can be
argued that Miss Renner's car should not have been accepted. However the decision was made in the
expectation that the car could be adequately cared for. MOTAT have not had a conservator advise on the
vehicle. Inevitably some deterioration has taken place through the onslaught of Auckland's humid climate
and it now sits somewhat shabbily in a collection of cars that present their shiny bonnets to the visitor.
Specific conservation questions.
The implication of MOTAT's original decision to subject the car to "..conservation measures rather than
restorative" measures needs examination.
Over the years Miss Renner had a number of minor scrapes and she had mudguards panel-beaten and
repainted. The paint used is an iridescent green, quite different from the matt 1936 green of the rest of the
body. She also replaced a headlight glass with one that fitted, but was of a quite different design to the
original. The original paint has worn down to the bare metal in places and rust is starting to develop.
Mann comments that vehicles in museums "...illustrative of a known history rather than evidence for
establishing a history. ... if in future a reason and a methodology are developed for using vehicles in a
forensic manner it will be very difficult to do so because so few vehicles survive in an un-restored condition."
Although Miss Renner's car has an individual known history, at present it also is an object that, to
paraphrase Mann again, could contribute to 'forensic evidence for the culture that produced it'. Does the
museum have a responsibility to protect such evidence, which may or may not be used in the future?
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The running boards have original rubber treads. These are embossed with the Austin logo. They are causing
the Road Transport Volunteer in charge of the car concern. The question is a technical one of halting a
deterioration process - a question that could be answered with specialist help. Is it important enough to try to
find the resources to engage that help (always supposing it is available) when there are huge demands on
the resources of the museum to conserve artefacts of national and international significance?
At another level what should MOTAT do if any of the alterations made by Miss Renner should themselves
require conservation? Should the mudguards be repainted to match the original or to match Miss Renner's
later iridescent colour? Should the headlights end up with matching glass?
How can the museum conserve the registration and warrant of fitness stickers that are still attached to the
windscreen and are an important part of the vehicle’s history?
Should Miss Renner's car be operated and if so how will MOTAT deal with the inevitable wear and tear on
the vehicle by its operation? The sound, sight and smell of this car running provide the visitor with a special
experience, but would it be better to return the Austin to showroom condition and present it as Mr. Renner
bought it in 1936 to show an example of 1930’s English motoring in mint condition?
The major issues for MOTAT wearing Miss Renner's car are ethical and practical. Is it ethical to substantially
alter the look of the car from its appearance when it was presented to the museum? After all she cannot be
asked and although all donations are now only accepted by the museum without conditions, there remains a
relationship with the donor that should be considered when making substantial alterations to an artefact. The
museum originally decided not to restore the vehicle but what does it do about deterioration caused since its
acquisition?
Practical considerations include both available money and available vehicle conservators in New Zealand. If
it is decided that these scarce resources are best used in the conservation (or restoration) of another more
"important" vehicle, how does a museum keep faith with the donors – the Miss Renners who provide the
support and interest critical to the museum's place in the community?
References:
Ball, Stephen. Larger & working objects a guide to their preservation and care. London, Museums and
Galleries Commission, 1997
Great Britain. Museums and Galleries Commission. Standards in the museum care of larger and working
objects: social and industrial history collections 1994. London, The Commission, [1994]
Oddy, Andrew Edward. Restoration: is it acceptable? London, British Museum
Department of Conservation, 1994.
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Recouping The Past And The Challenges It Brings
Davina Gibb
Oral presentation: Wearing the Collection – vehicle use and conservation
The Austin Seven was a popular small car of the 1920s and 1930s, known as the ‘baby’ of motoring around
the world. As a small car it was the source of many jokes, yet became a household name due to its economy
and reliability. It is this car – a 1937 Austin Seven coupe, one of only five cars built especially for the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) that is the topic of today’s presentation.
Acquired last year, this Austin Seven coupe is RACV’s ‘diamond in the rough’. It is the missing link in a long
line of patrol cars preserved by the Club. Long since past as an RACV patrol car, it is in much need of tender
loving care. Today I will speak about the challenges RACV faces in presenting this Austin Seven coupe in
RACV patrol livery.
In the presentation, I will share with you the history of the car and its reclamation by RACV. I will take you on
a brief tour of the Austin in its current condition. And finally, I will discuss restoration versus conservation,
arguing against fully restoring or conserving the Austin, but concluding that both restoration and conservation
play an important role in the Austin’s future. I will also conclude that the way in which the vehicle is to be
used will determine the level of work to be undertaken.
Before I start however, I feel I should share with you my role in all of this. I manage RACV’s heritage
collection, a collection that traces the organisation’s history and its contribution to motoring in Victoria. The
collection includes an extensive document collection, photographs, film and video, garage equipment and
signage, memorabilia and a range of historic vehicles, most of which are involved in RACV sponsored rallies
and other events. The Austin is part of this collection.
For those who don’t know, RACV was founded in 1903 and is Victoria’s principal motoring organisation,
offering a range of services and products to 1.4 million members and customers. Its main activities include
emergency roadside assistance, technical advice and road safety research, lobbying on mobility and Club
facilities. RACV is also very much commercially driven through a range of insurance and finance products.
The heritage collection supports this public face.
I
RECOUPING THE PAST
RACV first decided to acquire baby Austins in September 1937 when it was found that the existing road
patrol motorcycles did not provide adequate protection for the patrols. It was the Club’s intention to gradually
replace the motorcycles with small cars of the utility coupe type.
At first the Club purchased only three Austin 7 coupe utilities from Austin Distributors Ltd in Melbourne.
These vehicles were altered from the standard stock model, having a special rear body fitted to suit the
Club’s patrol requirements. These ‘new look’ Austin 7 coupes included special facilities for carrying the
patrols’ tools and equipment.
A further two Austins were purchased before March 1938, to augment the existing three. These Austins were
fitted with boot lids made from solid body panels, unlike the first three, which had only canvas covers at first.
All five were fitted with a rear flap that extended horizontally to enable the car to be used as an ambulance in
an emergency.
The Austins were RACV’s first patrol vehicles to be painted golden yellow with Royal blue lettering (the Club
colours), making them RACV’s first ‘little yellow vans’. The yellow colour was chosen to make the cars very
distinctive in order to advertise the Club.
By the late 1940s, the Austin coupes had become secondary patrol cars, only used when the Club became
short of the main patrol cars. Of the original five Austins, two were dismantled for parts to keep the remaining
three on the road. In 1950, all three Austins were “pensioned off” and sold to R W Lobb, a used car dealer,
for £ 540.
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The Austin Seven reclaimed by RACV last year, was the fourth one purchased by the Club in 1938. I believe
it is the only remaining example of the original five.
RACV purchased this Austin 7 coupe from Norm Riddiford, a member of the Victorian Austin 7 Club, and his
family in June 2000. The search for one of these original Austins started in July 1999 when a colleague and I
first discussed the likelihood of ever finding one.
When we first visited Norm to view the Austin in 1999, neither my colleague nor I were certain it would really
be the Austin we were looking for. Still we went there with open minds and hopeful hearts. Norm kindly
showed us the Austin, snugly stored away in his garage with other family motoring treasures. Although the
Austin had been stripped of its RACV livery, there was no doubting this was one of RACV’s former patrol
coupes. The first obvious signs were the boltholes in the roof above the windscreen, left from the Members
Service sign displayed on the car when it was owned by RACV. Residual yellow enamel paint could be found
on the inside of the passenger door. The shape of the boot was another confirmation, being an exact match
for the Austins represented in our photographic collection. And, some weeks later, Norm’s son Peter found
old photographs of the coupe displaying registration number 270 194, its number when in the RACV fleet!
Norm Riddiford had purchased this Austin 7 coupe shortly after RACV decommissioned it. It is likely he
purchased it directly from R W Lobb in 1950. He used it to drive between the family farm in Tinamba in
Gippsland and Melbourne, where he attended the Melbourne Technical College. In 1952, he put the Austin
in storage before travelling to England. The car was never driven again!
Norm repainted the car himself, painting the body white, the mudguards and light fittings black and the
spoked wheels a maroon colour.
Norm was an engineer, having degrees in automotive and radio engineering. He had a keen interest in
motorcars and had always hoped to one-day rebuild the Austin. Norm treasured the car for over 50 years,
but for various reasons was unable to restore the Austin and so its condition deteriorated over the years.
Sadly Norm passed away earlier this year.
RACV acknowledges that without Norm’s sense of nostalgia there would be no Austin 7 coupe for RACV to
restore and cherish.
II
THE RECOVERED COUPE
When you first look at the Austin, you might be forgiven for assuming it is a car in need of total restoration, a
car beyond normal repair … dare I say it … a wreck. However, when you look closely you see that the Austin
is full of character. For beneath the worn out paint and surface rust lies a relatively solid body with original
features still intact.
Generally, the Austin is in a poor condition. Elements of the vehicle are badly deteriorated and unsightly and
there is a heavy layer of dust and dirt over all surfaces of the vehicle. However, despite this, the
undercarriage and the timber and metal body structure appear to be reasonably sound. The Austin is not
operational, as the engine has been removed.
Body
The metal sheeting over the body is showing signs of mild to heavy corrosion. Whilst it is generally
structurally sound, it has corroded in several places to the extent that holes have been formed through the
metal. These are most evident over the wheel arches where moisture has accumulated and has not been
able to escape.
The timber body structure has not yet been fully inspected, but does appear to be reasonably sound. As with
the metal components, the timber around the wheel arches has been affected by water causing it to rot.
The paint over the vehicle is in a poor condition. It is heavily scratched and abraded and has completely lost
its gloss finish. It appears to be well adhered to the metal sheeting.
The passenger side of the vehicle has deteriorated more so than the driver’s side as it has been the side
subjected to the weather. The passenger running board is weak and the rubber has deteriorated, whereas
the rubber on the driver’s running board is still intact displaying the Austin motif.
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The headlights and door handles, which do not appear to be original, are suffering medium to mild surface
corrosion. The windscreen and windows, which are original, are in a sound condition. The adhesive around
the windscreen has dried up, however the glass is well attached.
Upholstery and interior linings
The leather seat inside the cabin is worn and abraded and covered by a layer of dirt and grime. However it is
still fully intact and there appears to be no insect activity inside the seat. The leather lining inside the cabin is
also intact, except for one minor tear at the base of the rear window. The lining appears to have been
painted with an unknown substance, possibly a varnish or lacquer. The leather on the doors is in a
reasonably good condition, however the carpet lining at the base of the driver’s door has rotted away.
The timber linings in the boot are heavily worn and covered in a layer of grime.
Mechanical components (running gear)
As stated earlier, the engine has been removed from the vehicle. Assessment of it indicates that it can be
returned to working order. All the major components appear to be original. The gearbox, drive shaft,
differential and axles have not yet been assessed.
There is medium to heavy corrosion over the surface of the chassis, however it appears to be structurally
sound. The tyres are in very poor condition, severely cracking where the vehicle has been resting on them.
The wiring inside the engine bay and throughout the vehicle has been disconnected. The instrumentation
appears to be intact.
III
A CHALLENGE FOR RACV
Taking into consideration the Austin’s history and original, but rundown condition, it is now RACV’s challenge
to preserve this Austin 7 coupe in a way that is sympathetic to the vehicle’s character, respectful to the
Riddiford family and relevant to RACV. In doing this, the level to which the vehicle may operate will influence
the degree of restoration or conservation that takes place.
As with usual museum practice, it is not common to fully restore collection objects, as this process invariably
leads to the loss of historic information. Generally, collection objects in museums are stabilised and then left
in the condition they were when last used. Conservation treatments of vehicles usually involve
decommissioning them and applying an ongoing maintenance program to enhance their long-term
preservation. However, with historic vehicles owned privately, the usual practice is to restore the car to full
operational capabilities, in many cases creating an ‘as new’ appearance. In my opinion, neither of these
extremes is a reasonable solution for the Austin.
If RACV were to restore the Austin to full working capabilities, then so much of the vehicle’s character and
real history would be lost. Much of the original wooden framework might have to be replaced and the
mechanical components would certainly be overhauled to ensure the car runs effectively and reliably. Many
parts might be replaced for more effective modern equivalents. The body might be painted in a latter-day
gloss and the leather seating would almost certainly be reupholstered. The glass would need to be removed
and replaced with safety glass. In short, I believe the truth would be distorted for the real story of the car
would be lost.
Similarly, if the car were to be left as it is, conserved in its disused state, then its relevance to RACV would
be questionable and the real history would still not fully be recovered. The Austin’s use to the organisation
would be limited as it could not be driven, nor used to effectively demonstrate a period in RACV’s history.
Conserving the car in its current state would almost be insulting to Norm’s family as one of their main
reasons for selling the car to RACV was to ensure that the Austin would be rejuvenated as Norm had always
planned.
Therefore, the solution lies in finding a balance between conservation and restoration. This balance comes
from knowing how the car is to be used. I say this because keeping a vehicle on the road invariably requires
considerable restoration and ongoing repairs and maintenance. Thus, you need to know if the vehicle is
going to be driven in order to know what degree of restoration is required.
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This leads me to ask, “Should an historic vehicle be kept operational? I find this a difficult question to answer
for there are valid reasons for and against. Some people state that historic cars should operate as they were
originally intended; yet others stress that the continual operation results in considerable wear and tear on the
vehicle. For others, operating the vehicle is a financial consideration. And, I can see that in some situations,
audience expectation may necessitate the operation of historic cars. In my opinion, this issue must be judged
on a case-by-case basis.
In the case of RACV’s historic vehicle collection, there is certainly an expectation among staff and members
that the vehicles be driven in promotional events. There is almost an air of resentment if they are not. And, I
can see that to try to maintain the entire historic vehicle collection as a museum collection per se is not
practical, especially as some of the cars have been “recreated”. That is to say, they have been restored to
look like original patrol cars, rather than actually being ex-patrol cars. Therefore logically, these vehicles
should be driven.
Taking into consideration the Austin’s history and the expectations of staff and the community, I recommend
the Austin be restored and conserved to a condition where it can be operated, but for demonstrations over
short distances only. This would mean keeping most of the mechanical components operational, but allowing
for the retention and conservation of most original body features, such as the glass, leather seating, lining
and instrumentation. This solution would maintain the character of the vehicle but also its original purpose
(i.e. to run).
Restoring the Austin in this capacity would almost certainly involve a complete restoration of the
undercarriage and all mechanical components, to enable the vehicle to run. All elements would need to be
cleaned and possibly some parts replaced. Since the Austin was in constant use for approximately 15 years,
the mechanicals would have already seen considerable service, maintenance and replacement. Therefore,
such repair work is not out of character and will not detract from the vehicle’s authenticity. And, considering
the engine has been dismantled for some time, considerable work is needed, irrespective of whether the
vehicle is kept operational. I believe that the mechanical components should be restored to reflect the
vehicle as it was in 1938, incorporating alterations made up until 1950 when it left RACV. Norm’s long
ownership of the Austin will be recognised through a plaque mounted inside the vehicle.
The real challenge for RACV lies in the body paint. As the current colour is not original and is unsightly, it
must be removed. A new layer of yellow colour will need to be matched and applied to the vehicle in order to
replicate RACV colours. In doing this, RACV runs the risk of making the vehicle look too new. The challenge
will be to balance the conserved original features with the new exterior. There is also the issue of matching
the colour and quality of the paint.
I can offer only one solution - to apply the paint and then sand and repolish it to achieve a period (low sheen)
finish. This finish would be more in keeping with the original paint and hopefully replicate signs of wear and
use. The Museum Victoria applied this technique to their 1930s boxing troupe truck. Perhaps you have
another solution.
Another challenge is the very selection of people with the right qualifications to work on the Austin and with a
willingness to renovate the car to our expectations. I can also foresee potential problems with management
and other staff when aging the new paint. Similarly, if the Austin is kept operational, there is a need for
RACV’s management to commit financially to a regime of ongoing maintenance, and then there is the issue
of any recurring wear and tear on the vehicle.
So as you can see, the task of restoring and conserving this Austin 7 coupe is a challenging one. The
decision whether or not to operate the vehicle is central to the whole restoration and conservation process. I
consider that to operate the Austin in a restricted capacity is the most logical solution, if you take into
consideration the Austin’s history and the expectation of others. In my opinion, the real value of the car is in
its character, in its originality, yet I also acknowledge that operating the Austin will enhance people’s
experience of it. Whatever the final outcome, RACV has uncovered a real treasure and we are excited by the
challenge.
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Operating Steam Vehicles At The Power House Museum
Graham Clegg
ABSTRACT: Sydney’s Power House Museum operates three working steam road vehicles. Transport,
operation and lay-up procedures are described together with successes and problems in the substitution of
modern materials for traditional items.
INTRODUCTION: In a collection which also includes original and unrestored examples, Sydney’s
Powerhouse Museum has three fully restored and operable road going steam vehicles. All have locomotive
type boilers running on solid fuel, and have open spur gear transmission systems and steel shod road
wheels.
Our Fowler ploughing engine of 1889 weighs 23 tons and is the sole survivor of its type, although many other
Fowler ploughing engines are preserved. Secondly we have a 10-ton Aveling & Porter steamroller and there
are more of these in preservation worldwide than any other single type of steam engine. Thirdly there is an
Aveling & Porter 3 ton tipping steam wagon. There are only another two such wagons surviving world wide,
and ours, though restored, is undoubtedly the most original in terms of fabric and detail.
There is now a considerable body of opinion in international museum circles that questions the continued
use of working objects. We must therefore regulate our response to requests for working displays,
considering each object’s importance in world terms before subjecting it to what may be over-use. There are
after all many opportunities for the public to view working steam engines, and so we need strictly to view use
in terms of risk versus reward. This debate also compels us to find ways to minimise possible damage, by
way of accident, wear, corrosion, poor storage or operating practices and many other causes.
This paper will discuss some of the operating practices and “mothballing” procedures that we use to
minimise this working risk to objects. It will also refer to some of our experiences in substituting modern
materials for traditional ones.
TRANSPORT, PREPARATION AND USE: Much of what follows is in fact common sense and traditional
practice handed down from when steam equipment was in everyday use. However our use in the 21st
century differs in many ways. For example, in commercial use steam vehicles were usually in steam five or
six days a week, with maintenance and a washout on the weekend. By contrast, our museum vehicles may
have one day’s steaming followed by one month or five years of storage. Secondly, in working days, steam
vehicles were crewed by operators usually with lengthy experience, and having that intimate understanding
of a machine which everyday use produces. Today’s operators have not had the opportunity to develop that
understanding. Thirdly, our machines are often transported by truck some distance to attend an event. In
working days, a machine traveled to and from a job on its own wheels at low speed, without the kinetic risks
involved with high-speed road transport.
Here we have but three potential risk areas – deterioration in storage, correct knowledge of operating
practices, and thirdly, damage during transport. There are many others.
Let us first look at transport. At the Powerhouse Museum we aim to use only winch equipped tilt trays or low
loaders to transport our engines. Here the loading and unloading process is done at very low speed and
under hydraulic control. Whenever possible we avoid the use of loading banks, tractors, push poles and
other means of loading other than cranes. We also avoid the practice of attempting to drive engines onto or
off a truck – the lack of adhesion between a steel wheel and steel truck deck is obvious. For this reason we
usually place plywood or similar material on a truck deck under the engine wheels, to increase friction while
in transit.
Having placed an engine on a truck, one needs to keep it there during transport. Here the risk of damage to
an object can come from chain bruising or the over-stressing of parts never designed to be securing points.
Where objects do not have convenient tie down points we have added brackets and attachments which allow
chains to be fixed and tightened without damage to any of the original fabric. We explain to our viewers the
need for these additions.
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Adequate for and aft restraint is an obvious requirement, but one detail sometimes overlooked by even
experienced transport operators is the provision of side restraint to prevent movement in cornering. We
always insist on cross chaining to give side restraint.
So hopefully we have now arrived safely at a display point, and it is time to raise steam. Our engines
invariably will have had a day’s preparation and trial steaming beforehand, but will usually travel to a show
emptied of water, to reduce weight and also the surging effects of masses of water that might affect a truck’s
stability. Treated water is used in our boilers. The average city supply may contain chlorine and other
harmful chemicals together with dissolved oxygen. Water at a display site may be from a dam or
watercourse and be of unknown quality. Most boiler water treatments contain alkaline matter, tannins and
oxygen scavengers, and the leading water treatment companies are usually very helpful with
recommendations. We add treatment to the boiler initially and to feed water as it is used through the day.
The steamroller and wagon were designed to burn gas coke or steam coal, but with these fuels being difficult
or impossible to obtain, we use chiefly wood fuel in all engines, in the form of scrap pallet timbers. While this
fuel requires constant attention to the fire, it has the dual advantages of being very controllable, and enabling
the fire to be burnt out quickly and dumped in the event of trouble.
Steam is raised as slowly as possible, with the damper almost shut. Fired pressure vessels undergo
unequal thermal expansion as they warm up, and it is best to minimise these stresses in deference to older
riveted structures.
Thorough lubrication needs little comment, except that cylinder oil should be the correct type for use with
saturated steam, as it is formulated to perform correctly in the presence of condensate. Once again, the oil
companies are happy to advise.
It is worth noting that we use either graphite grease or graphite pipe jointing compound where appropriate,
on all threaded fasteners and screwed openings, plugs etc. This provides for easy dismantling without
damage to components while also having anti-corrosive properties. We also avoid the use of hard-setting
pipe jointings and compounds, as they often present great difficulty in dismantling.
Operators hold current NSW certificates of competency for boiler attendants and engine drivers. They are
encouraged to obtain all possible experience with similar machinery, and to read widely in both modern and
contemporary literature. The recording of working practices and repair techniques passed down by one-time
operators and repairers is also encouraged. Boilers are inspected annually and certificates carried on each
engine.
SHUT DOWN, MOTHBALLING AND STORAGE: The greatest enemy of working steam engines is boiler
corrosion. During their working lives, steam vehicles were able to rely upon an industry equipped to deal
with repairs to riveted pressure vessels. Much of the equipment and the skills from this era are now lost, and
boiler repairs as a result can be protracted and expensive.
Corrosion is an electrolytic process that requires moisture to proceed, so our practices aim to preserve our
boilers in the driest possible state between uses. At the conclusion of an operating period, the fire is allowed
to burn away and the steam pressure to fall to perhaps 1 – 2 PSI (7-14 KPa). The boiler is then blown down
to empty, and while it is still hot, manhole and mud doors are removed together with a top fitting on the
cylinder block. This allows air to circulate, and for heat remaining in the plate work to evaporate the
remaining moisture. Conversely a boiler emptied out cold may, in our experience, remain wet inside for up
to six weeks in the colder months, with obvious corrosive results, and shortening its life accordingly. Water
tanks are opened and drained, then finally dried out using cotton cloth as a capillary wick to siphon water
away. Cylinders and valve chests are drained of condensate. Firebox, ash pan, tubes and smoke box are
swept out to remove ash and soot, which can form acidic compounds in combination with moisture.
Boilers are stored in climate-controlled buildings. If this is not possible in your collection, you should
consider re-sealing the dry boilers and tanks with a desiccant material within to maintain a low relative
humidity.
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Extra cylinder lubrication may be introduced and spread by turning the engine by hand. We normally wipe
down and inhibit external bright steel components with a proprietary wax/oil/solvent de-watering fluid. For
longer-term storage, cylinders may be partly dismantled, the bores and valve faces greased, and packing
removed from glands. Pump plungers are withdrawn from water pumps and stored separately.
SOME PROBLEMS AND SUCCESSES WITH MODERN MATERIALS: In working days, almost all jointings
and packings on steam engines was made of asbestos, an extremely reliable and effective material with no
exact substitute. Asbestos is rightly being phased out for health reasons, and this presents problems for
operators today, where replacements may not perform as well.
Saturated steam and high temperature hot water are amongst the most difficult substances to seal
effectively, and we have had problems with flat jointing becoming hard and brittle in service, leading to
leakage and scouring at joint faces. We have now settled upon Garlock 5500 that is made from stable
inorganic fibres with a nitrile binder.
We use this in conjunction with a graphite pipe jointing to compensate for imperfect or pitted joint faces. This
is giving better service but still tends to harden.
Our worst problems however, have been with oval manhole and mud doors where traditionally, gaskets were
made from a woven asbestos/rubber combination, and which with care could be re-used many times.
Industry is now supplying a single use woven fibreglass/rubber/wire filled material for this application. It
requires a curing regime, but even with this correctly carried out, we have found many cases of the gaskets
extruding away from the door’s bedding surface, resulting in leakage, requiring a complete shut down and
emptying of the boiler to enable the joint to be remade. This is particularly so with mud doors at the radiused
corners of a locomotive firebox.
Three alternatives have been tried, all with good results. The first is an American product TOPOG E, which
is a high temperature moulded rubber gasket. These have shown a good take up of small irregularities on
door surfaces, and may be re-used. We have also used lead-gaskets. These are circular section
continuous rings, used by NSW railways long ago. These also have showed excellent take up of
irregularities and no leakage or failure. Due to deformation, they are a single use item but can be made by
the user in a suitable mould. Virgin lead should be used, as repeated melting and re-use can produce a hard
alloy formed by impurities. Lastly, a mention of the product Gore Tex, which is a thick, spongy pure Teflon
ribbon produced in various sections. It has an adhesive backing and is simply cut to length, wound on to the
door landing, and the ends reossed to provide an overlapping seal. This material has proved excellent on
badly pitted and irregular faces of cylinder joints and boiler openings, where the degree of crush may vary
over a joint surface.
Clearly steam operators need to keep up to date with developments in materials and alternatives, and to
circulate this information.
CONCLUSION: Knowledge of correct operating and transport procedures, of preventive conservation
methods, and of materials, is the key to continued operation of steam vehicles while minimising risk to them
by way of corrosion, wear and other damage. We must ensure that our generation is not looked upon as the
one which wore out much of the surviving period steam plant through bad practice or ignorance. The writer
would welcome further discussion via the Conservation Department at the Power House Museum, Sydney,
Australia.
INSTITUTION:

POWER HOUSE MUSEUM
BOX K346
HAYMARKET NSW 1238
PHONE: (02) 9217 0292
EMAIL: grahamc@phm.gov.au
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National Museum of Australia
Dave Rockell & David Thurrowgood
Introduction
This paper was to be given on behalf of David Hallam and David Thurrowgood from the National Museum of
Australia's Objects Conservation Section. David Hallam has worked on the conservation of functional objects
for the past two decades. His work has been primarily at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra and he
has also was a Woodrow Wilson International Fellow at the National Air and space museum of the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC. He has been responsible for museums changing their approaches
to the conservation of Large Technological Objects and a development of the appreciation of ``original
Objects’’. David Thurrowgood was responsible for the conservation of Frances Birtles 1925 Bean car.

What is the National Museum of Australia?
It is the National Museum, a social history museum about the stories of Australia's past, present and future. It
has a collection of some 60 or so vehicles ranging from horsedrawn through steam and internal combustion
engine to solar powered. All of the vehicles in the NMA collection contain modern materials.

What is conservation?
Conservation is the application of scientifically valid processes to preserve objects by reducing their rate of
deterioration. Much of modern conservation work is risk management through application of appropriate
maintenance and monitoring strategies. Major interventive treatment is normally only associated with
exhibition work. As part of this process the objects may be reinterpreted and reintegrated. (Note I have not
used the word restored).
At the NMA we believe we have to conserve the objects form and function so it can fully tell its own story.
The relationship of conservation to the restoration of functional objects has been discussed at length in many
other publications [Hardie, 1957 #48] [Hallam, 1992 #7][Moncrieff, 1989 #14][Monger, 1988 #49]. My 1984
paper for AICCM [Hallam, 1984 #75] discusses the need for a scientific collaborative approach to the
conservation of Large Technological Objects an approach that pays dividends when the conservation of
modern materials is required. The paper is available on David Hallam’s web page.
Two recent examples of the NMA's approach to conservation of modern materials are the ABC Outside
Broadcast Van and the conservation of Birtles Bean car.

What are modern materials?
The ICOM Committee for Conservation Modern Materials defined them in the mid 80's as any material
whose manufacture started after 1851. Most people tend to think of them as the HiTech materials or the
plastics of last century but in reality they are most of the materials found in any collection of objects from the
latter half of the 20th century. Many modern materials have only limited production lives and hence the
identification of the materials is problematic as we found out when contemplating the conservation of a Me
262 aircraft [Adams, 15 to 20 September 1991 #29].
Vehicles abound in modern materials. Here we will only look at them briefly and try to outline an approach
and some practical suggestions.
OK what are they? We could say they are anything except the natural materials like wooding and leathering
but even that is so wrong. Leather was / is often lacquered and wood is varnished in modern organic
polymeric coatings.

Metallics
Nodular cast iron
Magnesium alloy
Zinc diecast metal
Cadmium plated steel.
Conversion coated Aluminium, cadmium, zinc or silver
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Organics
Cellulose nitrates and acetates.
Rubbers and synthetic rubbers
Polyesters, epoxies,

Composites
Fibreglass
Carbon fibre
Aluminium honeycomb
Painted metals
Painted plastics
Metallised plastics
As an example the next listing is of the discovery date (patent) and first manufacture of some examples.

Timings
Polythene
1933 by ICI
Commercial in 1939 UK
USA 1943
Polypropylene
1954
Vinyls
PVC 1927 commercial
1936 plasticised PVC commercial BF Goodrich
Polystyrene
1911 made
1937 Commercial in USA
SAN and ABS
Styrene Acrylonitrile and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
Both appeared in 1948/50
Cellulosics
Nitrate 1833
1865 commercial
Acetate
1865
Viscose rayon 1892
Commercial end 30's
Fluorocarbons
Produced in WW2 for handling uranium
Acrylics
Chemistry 1900 Dr Rhom
1927 Rhom and Hass Acryloid
1932 ICI
Silicones
1930 chemistry understood
1960’s commercial
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How do these things degrade?
Heat, Light, Oxygen, pollutants, moisture stress and inherent vice (manufacturing) are the main causes of
degradation of modern materials. If we just keep our collections in the dark with no stress, oxygen, moisture
or heat all will be fine. Preservation will be complete.
Sounds rather like the librarian who would not let you read books for fear they may wear out.
Fortunately collections are used in exhibitions, for research and in outreach programs. We have to take a
risk management approach to the conservation of modern materials. We can see that conservators have
moved into the area of functional LTO conservation in the last decade or so.

Conservation
Conservation practice is twofold and involves the management of collections through preventive approaches,
and object stabilization through interventive treatments. Preventive conservation includes proposals for the
long-term care and use of collections and improvement of storage and display conditions. Interventive
conservation includes object treatment and material sampling and raises many ethical issues, posing
challenging problems for the conservator. Conservators strive to carry out ‘re-treatable’ and at best
‘reversible’ intervention, but plastic treatments do not always comply with such standards. For example
cleaning may interfere with the aged appearance or protective oxidized surfaces of plastics, and repair may
require the use of adhesives that chemically interact with plastics or the complete replacement of fatigued,
deteriorated components. The principles of professional good practice require conservators to implement
appropriate preventive and interventive conservation having considered all treatment alternatives.

Preventive Conservation
Preventive conservation is the preventive maintenance of the museum storage and exhibition areas. The
establishment of sound environmental specifications is a priority, as is the provision of pollutant-free air. The
use of archival materials in the improvement of storage and display is also another non-interventive
technique used in preventive conservation.

Environment
The museum environment, including temperature and relative humidity, lighting and atmospheric conditions
must cater to the visiting public as well as the collections on display and in storage. Most materials possess
degrees of mechanical capabilities that enable them to withstand frequent, yet moderate environmental
fluctuations without incurring permanent damage. 2 This has lead to the establishment of environmental
‘ranges’ with accompanying ‘acceptable rates of change’ to suit stable collections in storage and on display.
Particular consideration must be given to degraded plastics, where sharp fluctuations in temperature and
relative humidity are accompanied by further increases in chemical and subsequent physical deterioration.

Temperature and relative humidity
Applying appropriate environmental specifications for diverse plastic collections is complicated by the
individual requirements dictated by specific plastic types. Hygroscopic plastics such as casein and some
polyesters require around 60%RH, while relative humidity should be kept below 40% for cellulose-based
plastics. Drier atmospheres can increase the electrostatic charge of some plastics, creating problems for
plastics used as storage materials as well as objects. Temperature directly relates to the rate of
deterioration and effects chemical reactions such as oxidation and hydrolysis, as well as influencing relative
humidity levels. Storage and display of plastics at 20°C or below is generally accepted. When considering
a plastics collection as a whole Stolow recommends 20°C and 30-50%RH.8 Similarly, Calmes suggests 520°C and 30-50%RH as general specifications, acknowledging that at lower temperatures the rate of
chemical deterioration is reduced. Higher temperatures will assist in the migration and loss of plasticisers.

Light
Light is one of the most detrimental factors in the long-term stability of plastics. Light, including the visible
radiation wavelength range 400-700nm, and most notably the ultraviolet radiation wavelength range 200400nm, can initiate photochemical changes in plastics leading to deterioration. The effect of light is
cumulative with each successive exposure increasing the level of deterioration. Steps can be taken to
minimise photo-reactions by excluding unnecessary light in storage areas; keeping light levels in display
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areas to 50 lux; and incorporating the use of ultraviolet light filters to eliminate UV output completely or at
least reduce exposure to less than 75m/lum.
It should be noted that the rates of fading caused by light are measurable over the long and short term.
Recently a fibreglass composite object was displayed out doors for a week and it was noted that the fade
was greater in the week than in several years exhibition in a museum with light control. Likewise we can see
that even modern plastics full of antioxidants and UV absorbers will suffer from inappropriately high light
levels in display or use. Just because a vehicle has a ten-year design life for its plastics and coatings does
not mean we should treat it that much differently from any other painted or organic material.

Atmospheric condition
It is necessary to maintain a clean air environment for the storage and display of plastics as air-borne
pollutants can initiate and accelerate plastic deterioration. The surrounding air can contain many types of
pollutants including organic vapours, chlorides, mould spores and dust. Some deteriorated plastics
contribute pollutants through the emission of acid vapours. For example cellulose nitrate and acetate
produces nitric acid and acetic acid respectively and poly vinyl chloride creates hydrochloric acid. Air
exchange or movement and the use of molecular scavengers can minimise the build-up and stagnation of
atmospheric pollutants.

Molecular scavengers
Adsorbent materials such as activated charcoal and some zeolites, and absorbent materials such as
Agelessâ have been used in museums and galleries to ‘clean-up’ polluted environments in storage areas
and enclosed displays. Adsorbents work by attracting and attaching molecules to active sites on the
material’s surface, while absorbents allow molecules to pass into the material where they are retained.

Activated charcoal
Activated charcoal, available in granules, cloth, boards and paper, adsorbs a wide range of pollutants as well
as odours and water vapour. It has been used with varying success to inhibit the autocatalytic deterioration
of cellulose nitrate and polyvinyl chloride, as well as acting as a useful scavenger for a variety of air-borne
pollutants when used within enclosed spaces.

Zeolites
Zeolite molecular sieves are a range of metal aluminosilicate structures that have the capacity to collect and
retain molecules in pockets, with some having the further capacity of adsorption. Zeolites have been
recommended for use in the long-term storage of cellulose triacetate film stored at 2°C and 20-30%RH, to
reduce the effects of ‘Vinegar Syndrome’. The use of molecular sieves in the scavenging of nitric acid is not
recommended due to the possible formation of explosive nitrates.
Ageless Oxygen Absorber
Ageless gas-permeable sachets, a product of the Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company Inc. contain a quantity
of finely powdered iron particles that absorb oxygen atoms, creating relatively oxygen-free environments (as
low as 0.01%). Ageless sachets are available in a variety of absorption capacities, and are effective in
reducing oxidative reactions in sensitive materials when correctly calculated and used in conjunction with
highly oxygen impermeable films.
Anoxic environments
These Molecular scavengers can also be used to extend the life of gas purged anoxic storage environments
e.g. nitrogen or argon. (Nuttgens and Tinker, The Conservator, Number 24 2000). These types of storage
are currently being used for late 19th century rubber suits and space suits from the Apollo project.

Cold storage
Cold storage, while useful in long-term storage of various plastic film stocks, has not been widely accepted
as a storage alternative for three-dimensional plastic objects. The reluctance to use low temperature storage
stems from issues such as accessibility; size restrictions that may have cost implications, and the concern
that plastic will potentially suffer significant stress at low temperatures. Research into the repeated access
and reconditioning of cold stored papers indicates that changes in temperature cause stress, confirmed by
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reductions in strength and increases in brittleness, which substantiate concerns about cold storage and
access of plastics.21

Conservation products
Some commonly used conservation products, such as archival acid-free tissues, and silicon release films
can be effectively utilized in the preservation of aged plastics.
Acid-free tissues
Acid-free tissue is a useful storage liner for plastic materials, although its use should be avoided if the plastic
is in a deteriorated state, as the acidic by-products will degrade the paper. Buffered acid-free tissue can be
used as an acid-acceptor by utilizing the component calcium carbonate in reaction with gaseous acidic byproducts. Buffered acid-free tissue should not come into contact with degraded cellulose-based plastics as
the alkaline buffer can accelerate the deterioration process.
Silicone release films
Silicone release films can effectively contend with tacky, softened deteriorated plastics. The silicone
provides a stick-free storage surface. It is important to position the plastic artefact carefully so that any
softened areas are free from pressure.

Coatings
Coatings cannot be recommended as a standard way of conserving modern materials. Most propriety
products act as barriers and will tend to saturate the surface making you think that “something” is happening.
Tests done in the mid 80’s showed that some products actually reduced the tensile strength of rubber when
applied and encourage splitting. Having said that we applied a microcrystalline wax coating to the cellulose
paint film on the Birtles Bean car to saturate the surface and blend in the effects of previous over paint.

Preventive maintenance and excursus
We have not mentioned that complete vehicles may be in running condition nor have we entered into the
debate about the risk Vs benefits of running vehicles. Let us just state that modern seals in engines require
periodic exercises to stress and unstress parts. Systematic periodic maintenance, monitoring and exercise
are an essential part of any preventive conservation program for vehicles. Oil coolant and hydraulic systems
are ideal for distribution of inhibited fluids. Exercise redistributes these materials at periodic interval and
allows monitoring of systems. Scavengers and anoxic environments can also be used on these systems.
Ad hoc use of vehicles in museums is to be discouraged but a planned preventive maintenance and exercise
program can be used to fulfil the requirements of display and public programs as well as conservation needs.

What are we doing at the NMA
Preventive Conservation and Maintenance program
At the NMA we are currently starting a Preventive Conservation and Maintenance program by surveying the
collection in depth. We survey using a form on File Maker Pro (We are interested in developing a extended
data base for recording exercise, treatment, maintenance and monitoring data). From that data we are then
developing and implementing our preventive and interventive conservation programs.

Research
Based on initial data from the surveys we are currently carrying out collaborative (AWM,) research in the
areas of Inhibitive oils and fluids for the storage and preservation of static and functioning motor vehicles in
museum collections. We expect out work will be published as a “manual” for enthusiasts and as a “manual
for museums” in 2002-3. We are also developing research programs on the storage environments required
by LTO collections and on the fabrics used in vehicles in Australia.

What can you do?
Survey objects.
Use a mitigated environment.
Cover objects in storage. (Note covers will depend on the environment)
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Have a maintenance and exercise program for static and non-static objects.
Reduce light exposure
Reduce the stress in storage
Do not use ``magic’’ preservatives.
Bag it! Box it! Use anoxic or low oxygen storage!
Use inhibited oils and fluids.
Have a mothballing program for static objects.

Contacts
David Hallam
Senior Conservator Objects
02 62085260 dhallam@nma.gov.au
Primary contact for paper.
David Thurrowgood
Conservator Objects
02 62085154

Refs
Available from DLH
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Touring and Beyond:
Additional Benefits of a Docent Program
William L. Millard
Docent Training Coordinator
Towe Auto Museum
Sacramento, California, USA
Introduction.
I offer this paper to describe the Towe Auto Museum’s docent program and how it has become not only the
backbone of our interpretive effort, but has also produced a cadre of quality volunteers who become leaders
in our organization. These docent/volunteers are a vital by-product, an indispensable asset to our modestly
funded automobile museum. I submit that our experience could be valuable to other museums, even
museums more generously funded than ours.
Background.
The Museum’s History: The Towe Auto Museum has operated since 1987, featuring first a Ford collection,
now (since 1997) exhibiting all marques. Our interpretation emphasis is on the history and technology of the
automobile, the individuals and companies who developed and produced it, and the effect it has had on our
lives.
The Museum was founded as a joint venture between the California Vehicle Foundation (CVF), a local group
interested in founding a car museum in Sacramento, and the Towe Antique Ford Collection of Montana.
The CVF was incorporated as a nonprofit organization in October 1982. Over approximately four years they
attempted to find the funding and location to establish a museum. In 1986 they established contact with the
Towe Antique Ford Collection, assembled by the Towe family, and at that time located in Deer Lodge,
Montana. Mr. Edward Towe, who started collecting Model Ts in 1952, had by then grown his Ford collection
to over 200 cars. Every model year was represented from 1903 to the early 1950s, along with many models
reaching into the 1970s. The collection had essentially become too big for Montana, and the Towe family
was looking for a second museum venue with a larger audience.
The CVF and the Towe family negotiated an agreement, and in September 1986, 112 cars (about half) of the
collection were hauled or driven the 1000 miles from Deer Lodge to Sacramento. Their arrival was
impressive! The Towe Ford Museum of California officially opened in May 1987.
For a number of years prior to the move, Edward Towe had been in dispute with the Internal Revenue
Service over taxes on his investment transactions. This dispute culminated in a 1996 agreement that the
Towe Fords would be auctioned to settle the claim. Thus the Sacramento Fords and those remaining in Deer
Lodge went on the block on consecutive weekends in September 1997.
However, that sale didn’t mean the Sacramento Museum ran out of cars, only that we lost the lease rights on
the Towe collection. Before the auction we had issued a call for friends to bid on a wish list of about forty
Towe cars that might remain on exhibit. We expected that might net as many as a half-dozen ex-Towe
vehicles. To our amazement a total of thirty-four were bought and left in place, including several rare preModel Ts and one of the earliest Model Ts, a 1908. Additionally, by this time the Museum owned a core
collection of about thirty cars, and there were a number on loan by other owners. Thus the Museum
remained very much alive.
Since 1997 we have enlarged our focus from Fords to all marques, retaining and expanding on our
automotive history emphasis. We have reflected that by changing our name from Towe Ford Museum to
Towe Auto Museum. Though neither the Towe Family nor Edward Towe retains any direct influence over
the operation, we have left the Towe in our name for two reasons: To honor Edward Towe as the catalyst for
our Museum’s existence, as well as his family’s efforts and investment in the enterprise, and to preserve the
name recognition built over ten years in the Sacramento community.
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The Museum currently houses approximately 150 automobiles, most displayed in complimentary exhibitions.
The California Vehicle Foundation owns thirty-five; the remaining 115 are loaned by private individuals and
other collections. A complete list can be found at Appendix I.
Operating Revenue and Structure. The Museum is subsidized neither by government nor a personal
fortune.
This is a positive, in that we may operate independently, no strings attached, safe from political winds or
personal whims.
The downside is that our budget is very small. Though we operate in the black, our resources and staff are
tiny, so we rely heavily on volunteers to build and maintain our operation. We estimate that the volunteer-tostaff ratio runs about 40:1. Working committees of volunteers (or, if you will, unpaid staff) perform the bulk of
our curatorial and educational functions, along with much else. (See Appendix II). The docent program is a
major feeder to the Museum’s volunteer pool.
The Towe Auto Museum Docent Program.
Origins. The Museum has had docents almost from the beginning, graduating our first training class in 1987;
Class 16 graduated this spring (2001). The program was conceived and initially developed by volunteers Jan
Quesenberry and Jim Giboney, who believed that the Museum should be teaching automotive history (then
primarily Ford history) rather than merely displaying rows of old cars. That viewpoint was enthusiastically
supported by our then-Museum Director, Ernest Hartley, and indeed has become the central theme of the
Museum’s mission statement (Appendix III). From the sixteen classes our graduates total 318; about 149 are
currently on the shift roster. Please find details at Appendix IV.
Who Our Docents are. We draw docent candidates from all age groups and vocations, though the majority
are white men of retirement age. Most are automobile enthusiasts, though not all. Some are interested in
history in general; others just participate for the activity and the enjoyment of meeting people. To date, fifty
women have been among our graduates, along with a small number of minorities. Our minorities have been
mostly people of Asiatic descent; one graduate is black. Most live in the greater Sacramento area, but a few
travel as far as 100 miles to participate. (Some of our instructors travel even farther.)
How We Attract Docent Candidates. We are constantly in a recruitment mode, handing docent-training
pamphlets to volunteers and visitors we think might be good candidates. Then, at about two months and one
month, respectively, before a new class begins we issue press releases to approximately 170 media outlets.
Most, of these are in the greater Sacramento area and Northern California. We poll our applicants on how
they found out about the course. Most respond that it was through our local newspaper, the Sacramento
Bee, which claims a circulation of fewer than 300,000 in 24 Northern California counties.
How We Utilize Docents. From the Docent roster we are able to schedule knowledgeable docents to offer
regular tours of the Museum every operating hour, and to host special group tours, as well as to staff a small
field office we maintain a mile north in Old Sacramento (to lure tourists down the levee to the Museum), and
to cover special events (museum rentals) during evening hours.
We don’t have a regular guided tour schedule (The next tour is....), but generally engage individuals or
groups as they arrive at the door. (Unfortunately, traffic isn’t usually heavy enough to warrant a tour
schedule.)
We also host school classes and other large groups, by prior scheduling. Extra docents are often called in for
those tours, according to group size.
How Long Docents Stay With Us. We ask Docent recruits to commit to two years of twice-monthly fourhour shifts. For various reasons, a few of our graduates opt never to work docent shifts. (Included here are
Museum staffers and Museum Board members who take the course as a means of Museum familiarization.)
Some graduates work to the letter of the two-year commitment, and then doff their blue vests. A significant
number, however, continue indefinitely. To date we have recognized 27 docents for five years’ service; 12
have reached the ten-year mark. I include statistics at Appendix IV.
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How We Administer the Docent Program. Our objective is that the docents administer the Program, thus
transparent to our overburdened Museum staff.
The Docent Council. This is the body that sets policy and conducts the business of the Docent corps:
training, the Museum’s Speakers’ Bureau, membership, and docent events. The Docent Council operates
under the auspices of the Museum’s Board of Directors, with the advice and consent of the Museum
Director.
Council membership and Officers. The Docent Council By-Laws specify that all docents are full voting
members of the Council. Annually the members elect from their number a Council President, Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer. The Council President in turn appoints committee chairs for Docent Training,
Speakers’ Bureau, Membership and Docent Events. The Council President also becomes a member of the
Museum’s Board of Directors for the duration of his or her term(s).
Docent Events. The Docent Council hosts the Docent Course graduation ceremony, the Docents’ Annual
Meeting/Election/Picnic and the Museum’s Holiday Party and Drawing. The latter includes a fund-raiser
raffle, the proceeds of which the Council allocates to Museum projects.
Docent Scheduling. The job of scheduling docents on their shifts (and keeping up with the many changes)
is continuous and quite demanding. It would be appropriate that the Docent Council look after its own
scheduling, and indeed we attempted that over a period of time when one of our early graduates spent her
shift times tending the schedule. However, the task proves to require daily on-site effort, so docent
scheduling falls to Museum Staff.
Docent Training. Development of new docents is arguably the prime mission of the Docent Council. New
people must be inducted and trained each year to accommodate attrition and to raise the general level of the
Museum’s interpretive function. The Docent Training Coordinator’s task is to assemble and schedule, then
present the training course.
The Docent Course. We have structured the docent course to cover automotive history basically from the
invention of the wheel up to the present. Appendix V details how we go about that.
How We Administer the Docent Training Program. As I have stated above, Docent Training comes under
the purview of the Docent Council, specifically as the task of the Docent Training Coordinator. Thus I report
to the Docent Council president; I also coordinate with the Education Committee. The course begins in midJanuary and ends in mid-May: Normally by June I’m preparing for next year’s class. I receive no pay, but I
feel well compensated in that I enjoy the task, and also enjoy the new friends I make among each year’s
trainees. Next year will be my tenth in the job.
Though I teach about a dozen segments myself, my prime responsibilities are to see that the course and
instructors are prepared, to set up the classroom and open (and set the tone for) each session, and to
provide administrative continuity (taking roll, making opening announcements, etc). I am also available for
occasional advice, counseling and, if you will, moral support for the students. I suppose it’s a typical
Schoolmaster’s role.
I have a principal assistant who teaches two segments, but whose usual place is behind a video camera,
taping each session for future reference by those who have missed an evening. Museum Staff assists in
issuing the press releases, mailing application packages to prospective trainees, and receiving their
completed applications. The Docent Council Membership Chairman sits in at the beginning of the first two or
three sessions to process walk-in applicants.
Last but far from least we have the approximately 41 individual lecturers.
Beneficial spin-offs of the Towe Auto Museum Docent Program.
Collateral Benefits. You might expect that our docent program provides good tour guides. You might not
expect that the program has also provided a solid nucleus of our most loyal volunteers and supporters.
Currently more than half of our Board of Directors have gone through the course, and several remain on the
active shift roster; docents represent the majority of membership on many of our committees, such as
Exhibits, Building and Education. Docents are also responsible for many of our more generous contributions,
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and most tend to remain faithful and productive year after year. Appendix VI offers a breakdown of the
various other-than-docenting tasks our docents have taken on over the years.
Why Does This Happen? We have taken no formal surveys, but there is a definite pattern. I believe we can
safely speculate that people who are willing to commit to a five-month course and two years’ or more active
docenting are more inclined to become deeply involved than casual volunteers. Most of them are also
automobile enthusiasts of one kind or other, and find the Museum a prime venue for associating with fellow
gear heads. We try to fan this flame by making the docent program as interesting as possible. Moreover, in
the process of training and touring, people become very familiar with the collection and exhibits, which often
produces a proprietary pride in the Museum’s operation.
How Do We Sustain This Benefit? It’s wonderful that such loyalty can be fostered, but it can be fragile: If it
can’t be sustained volunteers will run away as fast as they walk in. For our success I believe we can thank a
favorable corporate culture on the part of the Museum Board, the Museum Staff and the volunteer cadre:
In our introductions to new recruits we like to stress that there is no they to our Museum: No hierarchy or
elevated, ruling clique need be penetrated for one to be heard: The only they is us, and staff and volunteers
endeavor to make that so.
All meetings, from the Board of Directors down, are open and open to suggestions. Attendance and
participation are encouraged.
I have done much volunteering in my life, and in other non-profits I have sometimes encountered a staff
attitude of enduring the volunteer element as a necessary evil. If the Towe’s staff feels that way they hide it
extremely well. In short, ours is a welcoming environment; one much less likely to alienate people whose sole
paycheck is the fun quotient.
Usually, when a newcomer offers a great, new idea, the response is, “That’s wonderful! Only thing, at the
moment Staff’s a bit shorthanded to do it; do you suppose you could lead the project?”. They often agree,
then are allowed to run things pretty much as they see fit, as long as they don’t produce embarrassment or
unauthorized expenditures. Afterwards they get credit for what they have done. People (not just volunteers)
respond well to this.
Conclusions and Recommendations.
The Towe Auto Museum’s docent program has been highly beneficial to our interpretation capabilities, as
well as providing a resource to our volunteer corps I fear we would be hard put to do without. I would
recommend a substantial docent program for its additional benefits to any museum, even those less
impoverished than ours. We have found that our course has attracted many sound, responsible volunteers
who have become vital components of the overall operation. Couple that with a nurturing corporate attitude,
and (no surprise!) many will continue that support year in and year out. They certainly have at the Towe Auto
Museum.
____________________________________________________
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Appendix I. Towe Auto Museum Vehicle Inventory as of June 2001
The following illustrates the diversity of ownership of the cars exhibited at the Towe Museum. Only 37 belong
to the California Vehicle Foundation (the Museum), while the other owners are many and varied. While this
can produce the occasional disappointment and quick changes in plans when an owner decides to withdraw
his property, it doesn’t result in the disaster it could if all the cars belonged to a single owner. Further, the
gradual rotation of our assets produces variety, potentially attracting visitors to return and find out “what’s
going on now”.
COUNT

YEAR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1880
1882
1883
1885
1886
1890
1890
1896
1903
1904
1904
1906
1906
1908
1908
1908
1908
1910
1911
1912
1912
1913
1914
1914
1915
1915
1915
1916
1916
1917
1917
1917
1919
1919
1921
1921
1922

MAKE, MODEL & BODY STYLE
DOUBLE DECKER OMNIBUS
HORSECAR
MANURE WAGON
HIGH WHEELER BICYCLE
VELOCIPEDE
STUDEBAKER BUGGY
COCA COLA WAGON
FORD QUADRICYCLE REPLICA
CADILLAC RUNABOUT
FORD MODEL B TOURING CAR
STANLEY MODEL CX STEAMER
FORD MODEL K TOURING CAR
FORD MODEL N RUNABOUT
REO RUNABOUT
MCINTYRE MODEL D
FORD MODEL T TOURING CAR
HUPMOBILE ROADSTER
MAXWELL RUNABOUT
BUICK TOURING
CADILLAC CHASSIS
CADILLAC MODEL 30 TOURING CAR
FORD MODEL T TOURING CAR
DETROITER MODEL B-1 TOURING CAR
FORD MODEL T RUNABOUT
FORD MODEL T SPEEDSTER
FORD MODEL T RUNABOUT
DODGE BROTHERS TOURING CAR
REO HEARSE
BUICK TOURING SEDAN
FORD MODEL T TRUCK CONVERSION
FORD MODEL T TANKER
FORD MODEL T TOURING CAR
FORD MODEL T CENTER DOOR SEDAN
FORD MODEL T SIGN TRUCK
WATERLOO BOY MODEL N TRACTOR
FORD MODEL T SNOWMOBILE
FORD MODEL T COUPE
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OWNER

EXHIBIT

QUEIROLO, JOHN
QUEIROLO, JOHN
QUEIROLO, JOHN
CVF
QUEIROLO, JOHN
QUEIROLO, JOHN
QUEIROLO, JOHN
CVF
BURDINE, TED & DIAN
DECARLI, RICHARD
STOWELL, CHARLIE
DECARLI, RICHARD
KLEIN, ENRIQUE
CVF
ASELTINE, ART
DECARLI, RICHARD
STENKLYFT, ANDY
CVF
STOWELL, CHARLIE
EUBANKS, EDWIN
PALMER, MARTIN
CVF
BABICK, BERT
MARTIN, DAVID
BABICK, BERT
CVF
ROHNER, TOM
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
MONTGOMERY, JOE
CANNIZZARO, STEVE
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
MORNING STAR CO.
MARTIN, DAVID
ROHNER, TOM
JACOB, WENDELL
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
MORNING STAR CO.

SUNDAY
SUNDAY
ENTRANCE
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
ENTRANCE
SUNDAY
ENTRANCE
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
ENTRANCE
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
OLD SAC
TECH
SUNDAY
TECH
INDEPENDENCE
ACCESSIBILITY
SUNDAY
INDEPENDENCE
SUNDAY
INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
RICH HARVEST
THIRTIES
INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
RICH HARVEST
TWENTIES
INDEPENDENCE

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1922
1923
1923
1923
1923
1924
1925
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926

DODGE FARM TRUCK
FORD AT-BUCKET@ HOT ROD
HUPMOBILE ROADSTER
ESSEX DIRT TRACK RACER
FORD MODEL T RUNABOUT
FORD MODEL TT FLATBED TRUCK
CADILLAC COUPE
FORD MODEL T ROADSTER
CUNNINGHAM AMBULANCE
FORD MODEL T SQ BED TRUCK
FORD MODEL T COUPE
FORD MODEL T CHASSIS
FORD MODEL TT GRAIN TRUCK
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1926 AUSTIN A7 "CHUMMY" TOURER

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

1927
1927
1927
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930

69

1930 STUDEBAKER ROADSTER

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1932
1932
1932
1932
1933

PIERCE ARROW LIMO
FRANKLIN COUPE
FRANKLIN RUNABOUT
WILLYS-KNIGHT COUPE
CUNNINGHAM BROUGHAM SEDAN
FORD MODEL A SPECIAL COUPE
FORD MODEL AR TUDOR SEDAN
FORD MODEL A SPEEDSTER
PLYMOUTH TOURING CAR
FORD MODEL A ROADSTER
FORD MODEL A TOWN CAR
FORD MODEL A MAIL TRUCK
FORD MODEL A OPEN CAB PICKUP
FORD DIRT TRACK RACE CAR
HISPANO-SUIZA SAOUTCHIK LIMO
FORD MODEL A STATION WAGON
REO FLYING CLOUD SPORT COUPE

CHRYSLER ROADSTER
FORD MODEL A CHASSIS
FORD MODEL AA DUMP TRUCK
FORD MODEL A TOWN DELIVERY
FORD MODEL A CABRIOLET
FORD MODEL A VICTORIA
CHEVROLET OPERA COUPE
MILLER ASCOT RACE CAR
FORD MODEL B DELUXE ROADSTER
FORD V8 STREET ROD
FORD COUPE (AJ FOYT)
ENGLISH FORD "POPULAR" SEDAN
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WOODWARD, BRUCE
BRUNO, MIKE
DEFRANK, JOEDY
DEHAAN, JOHN
MARTIN, DAVID
CVF
JAWORSKI, PAUL
BURDINE, TED & DIAN
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
JACOB, WENDELL
MARTIN, DAVID
MONTGOMERY, JOE
MORNING STAR CO.
SCHEELAR, EARL &
MODELL, GEORGE
EDISON, ED
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
MASON, KEVIN
BABAYCO, AL & MARY
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
CVF
DECARLI, RICHARD
MUNSON, JOHN
COTE, PEGGY
CVF
DECARLI, RICHARD
MARTIN, DAVID
O'HARA, ROBT & TERRI
WOODWARD, BRUCE
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
MARTIN, DAVID
UNGER, RICHARD
SMITH, PHIL &
ELEANOR
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
CVF
CVF
DECARLI, RICHARD
MARTIN, DAVID
MORNING STAR CO.
SAVARINO, JOHN
HEGARTY, ED
MARTIN, DAVID
MONTGOMERY, JOE
WOODWARD, BRUCE
CVF

OLD SAC
COOL
TWENTIES
SPEED
TWENTIES
TWENTIES
TWENTIES
TWENTIES
TWENTIES
RICH HARVEST
TWENTIES
TECH
RALEY'S
THIRTIES
LUXURY
TWENTIES
LUXURY
TWENTIES
LUXURY
ACCESSIBILITY
TWENTIES
SPEED
TWENTIES
ACCESSIBILITY
LUXURY
TWENTIES
RALEY'S
SPEED
LUXURY
THIRTIES
LUXURY
PHIL’S GARAGE
LUXURY
TECH
TWENTIES
THIRTIES
THIRTIES
THIRTIES
THIRTIES
SPEED
RALEY'S
COOL
SPEED
THIRTIES

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

1933
1933
1934
1934
1934
1935
1936
1936
1937
1937

HUDSON-ESSEX TERRAPLANE COUPE
FORD V8 FORDOR SEDAN
PLYMOUTH CABRIOLET
PIERCE ARROW
FORD MODEL C PHAETON (SO. AMER)
FORD PANEL DELIVERY TRUCK
JAGUAR SS1 SALOON
FORD CONVERTIBLE SEDAN
FORD CUNNINGHAM TOWN CAR
SIMPLEX MODEL H MOTORCYCLE

EVANS, MIKE
MARTIN, DAVID
OLDHAM, JACK
RYDER, DICK
TOWE FARMS
SANDMAN, DALE
CVF
DECARLI, RICHARD
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
CVF
FAGAN, JIM &
1937 MIDGET RACE CAR (GILMORE SPECIAL)
BARBARA
1937 INDIAN SCOUT MOTOR CYCLE
GORMLEY, JACK
1938 AJS MOTOR CYCLE
CAVA, DAVE
1938 BUICK SPECIAL 4DR SEDAN
CVF
1938 ROLLS ROYCE HOOPER SEDANCA
SIEGLITZ, ROBERT
1939 FORD STAKE SIDE PICKUP
WOODWARD, BRUCE
1940 MERCURY CHASSIS
POST WAR CLUB
1940 BUICK SPORT PHAETON
HALL, STUART
1941 HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE
CAVA, DAVE
1941 MERCURY COUPE
CVF
1941 SCHWINN BOY'S BICYCLE
CVF
1946 SCHWINN GIRL'S BICYCLE
CVF
1946 KURTIS MIDGET RACER
HEGARTY, ED
1946 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE COUPE
OGDEN, PAUL
1946 J.A.P. SPEEDWAY MOTORCYCLE
SCHAEFER, JOHN
1947 INDIAN CHIEF MOTORCYCLE
CAVA, DAVE
1947 FORD SPORTSMAN CONVERTIBLE
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
1949 DESOTO CARRYALL SEDAN
CVF
1949 PONTIAC 2DR SEDAN
WILSON, NORMAN
1950 MERCURY 2DR CUSTOM COUPE
BRUNO, MIKE
1950 STUDEBAKER COMMANDER 4DR
CVF
1950 CHEVROLET STYLE LINE DELUXE 4DR
CVF
1950 ROLLS ROYCE HEARSE
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
1951 MUNTZ JET
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
1951 FORD CUSTOM TUDOR SEDAN
MARTIN, DAVID
1952 VINCENT MOTORCYCLE
CAVA, DAVE
1952 DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE
FELDSTEIN, DAVID
1953 SCHWINN BOY'S BICYCLE
BODEM, BOB
1953 MG TD ROADSTER
FEASEL, TED
1953 BUICK STATION WAGON
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
1954 DESOTO 4-DR SEDAN
CVF
1954 LOTUS 6
SPRINGETT, DAVID
1956 FORD CROWN VICTORIA COUPE
BEAM, DAVE
1956 HUDSON METROPOLITAN
CVF
1956 QUARTER-MIDGET RACER
HEGARTY, ED
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THIRTIES
RALEY'S
RALEY'S
LUXURY
THIRTIES
THIRTIES
LUXURY
THIRTIES
LUXURY
SPEED
SPEED
SPEED
COOL
ACCESSIBILITY
LUXURY
THIRTIES
TECH
LUXURY
COOL
ACCESSIBILITY
COOL
COOL
SPEED
POST WAR
SPEED
COOL
POST WAR
POST WAR
POST WAR
COOL
POST WAR
POST WAR
POST WAR
LUXURY
POST WAR
SPEED
SIXTIES
COOL
COOL
POST WAR
POST WAR
SPEED
COOL
COOL
SPEED

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

1956
1957
1957
1958
1958
1959
1960
1960
1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1969
1970
1970
1972
1973
1974
1977
1977
1978
1979
1979

POWELL PICK UP
BUICK AMBULANCE
FORD RETRACTABLE HARDTOP
PACKARD 2DR
EDSEL CORSAIR 2DR
CADILLAC COUPE DE VILLE
DOUGLAS OFFY INDY 500 RACER #45
FORD THUNDERBIRD
VOLKSWAGEN
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL
LOTUS 20 FORMULA JR SINGLE SEATER
LOTUS ELITE
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4DR
FORD FALCON CONVERTIBLE
SUNBEAN TIGER
LOTUS 35 FORMULA 2 SINGLE SEATER
SHELBY GT-350 MUSTANG
SHELBY 427 COBRA
FORD THUNDERBIRD
CHEVROLET CAMARO CONVERTIBLE
CHECKER STATION WAGON
FORD MUSTANG BOSS 302
DODGE CHARGER (CUSTOM SHOWCAR)
HONG-QI CHINESE LIMO
DATSUN ELECTRIC CAR
AMC STATION WAGON
PLYMOUTH SATELLITE (GOV BROWN)
AMC PACER
STAR STREAK MOTORHOME
LINCOLN MARK V
ROLLS ROYCE
FERRARI 308 GTS
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KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
ZEITS, KEN & LULU
CVF
LEMKUIL, STAN
DOLAR, STEVE
HEGARTY, ED
CRAVEN, SPEED
CVF
CVF
SPRINGETT, DAVID
SPRINGETT, DAVID
CVF
CUNNINGHAM, PETER
HELLWIG, STEFAN
SPRINGETT, DAVID
DEHAAN, JOHN
HOGG, BETTY
SHREWSBURY, KEN
CVF
CVF
WOODWARD, BRUCE
KAMPHAUSEN, BUCK
SERVE OUR SENIORS
CVF
CVF
CVF
CVF
CVF
CVF
CVF
CVF

COOL
POST WAR
COOL
SIXTIES
SIXTIES
SIXTIES
SPEED
SIXTIES
SIXTIES
SIXTIES
SPEED
SPEED
SIXTIES
SIXTIES
SPEED
SPEED
COOL
SPEED
SIXTIES
ACCESSIBILITY
OUTSIDE
COOL
COOL
SW CORNER
SEVENTIES
SEVENTIES
SEVENTIES
SEVENTIES
SW CORNER
SEVENTIES
SEVENTIES
SPEED

Appendix II. Operating Committees, Towe Auto Museum
Aside from purely administrative staff functions, the Museum is essentially a committee-driven operation. By
necessity, the great majority of each committee are volunteers. Except for the Board of Directors (a member
of which is assigned to chair each committee), the committees don’t actually direct staff. Rather they
establish management direction, advise the Museum Director, plan and execute new initiatives, seek and
budget funding and steer further volunteer efforts. The Museum Director or a designated staffer sits in on
each meeting. The following lists the major committees and the Board of Directors:
Committee
Board of Directors

Docent Council

Development Committee

Building Committee
Assets Committee
(Subcommittee to Building)
Marketing & Attendance Committee

Exhibits Committee

Dream of Speed Committee
(Subcommittee to Exhibits)
Membership Committee

Task
Generate revenue; set overall mission
and operating policy; formulate new
initiatives; oversee Museum revenues
and operation; provide leadership to
committees.
Administer docent program; provide
liaison between docents and Board;
plan and manage docent training;
provide speakers’ bureau.
Acquire and sustain financial backing
for the Museum: Cultivate underwriters
among individuals and corporations;
initiate funding appeals; seek
development grants; establish and grow
a Museum endowment fund.
Plan, design and manage plant
improvements and maintenance.

Meets
3rd Wednesday
(evening)

1st Tuesday
(evening)

1st Wednesday
(lunch)

1st Thursday
(evening)

Manage, organize and, as required,
dispose of stored/excess assets
(excluding automobiles).

As needed

Market the Museum; initiate and carry
out programs to increase and sustain
attendance.

2nd Tuesday
(lunch)

Curatorial: Advise on changes in exhibit
vehicles; formulate overall exhibit
scheme and design and construct
exhibit to carry it out. Manage exhibits
budget.

2nd Tuesday
(evening)

Plan, budget and execute the
Museum’s motor sports exhibit.

2nd Thursday
(afternoon)

Promote and manage the Museum
membership program as a funding
source; record volunteer hours; tabulate
membership lists; organize renewal and
funds appeal mailings.
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4th Wednesday
(morning)

Library Committee

Education Committee

Administration and Finance Committee

Manage and catalog Museum
Library/Archives; manage research
program and sale of surplus literature
as revenue sources.
Plan, establish and monitor Museum’s
educational programs, tours and
classes; establish links with educational
institutions within the Community; seek
educational grants; administer lecture
series; monitor docent training program.
Oversee and consult on Museum
management and budget.
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Every Thursday

4th Thursday
(afternoon)

As needed

Appendix III.
MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of the Towe Auto Museum is to be the center of automotive activity in the community, by
preserving, promoting and teaching automotive culture and its influence on our lives.

To fulfill this mission we will:
1. Maintain a major automotive-based entertainment and education center in the Sacramento community.
2. Interpret the fascinating story of the automobile industry and its entrepreneurs, the development of the
automobile and its pervasive influence on human culture.
3. Collect, preserve, exhibit and interpret automotive artifacts to illustrate that story; interpret the engineering,
design, styling and manufacturing progress reflected in those artifacts.
4. Reach out to the community with educational offerings and activities focusing on automotive history and
technology. Interact with area academic programs and welcome students of all ages.
5. Participate in the activities of community organizations and provide a unique venue for their events.
6. Provide a library and archive centre of automotive publications for historical and technical research.

Adopted by the California Vehicle Foundation Board of Directors, July 19, 2000
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Appendix IV. Docent Class Statistics, 1987-2001
The following depicts graduation totals for all of the docent classes, as well as the number still active, either
actually giving tours or contributing to the Museum’s operations in other ways. The balance fall into the
categories of Inactive, Ill, Moved or Deceased.
Class/Year

Graduated

Still Docenting

Doing Other Things

1/1987

29

1

5

2/1988 (Spring)

23

3

4

3/1988 (Fall)

8

3

1

4/1989

12

4

-

5/1990

8

-

1

6/1991

19

3

4

7/1992

18

3

1

8/1993

30

6

4

9/1994

10

2

4

10/1995

9

3

1

11/1996

19

12

4

12/1997

12

7

1

13/1998

33

26

4

14/1999

34

29

2

15/2000

21

18

2

16/2001

29

29

-

318

149

38

Totals
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Appendix V. The Docent Course
Basic Parameters. We offer the Docent Course once yearly, currently including nineteen regular (Thursday
evening) sessions averaging a little over three hours each. There are also three optional Saturday sessions
of roughly a half-day each, two of which are visits to other automotive museums.
Emphasis and Content.
Objectives. As with any such course, the normal fare is interpretation of artifacts, touring techniques and
technical facts about cars. We additionally emphasize what I have mentioned above: Cars are indeed
interesting artifacts, but it’s also vital to teach how they came into being and how they have affected our
culture.
We strive to produce generalists, rather than detail experts on what occupies the Museum floor at the
moment. The latter is ever changing: For example, today we exhibit a Briggs-Detroiter and no Grahams.
Tomorrow we may have a Graham. Thus a docent should know about the Briggs-Detroiter and the concept
of assembled cars; he or she should also know the bare bones of the Graham story, and where to discover
the rest.
To help produce good interpreters we try to weave a strong context to put people into history. Thus we teach
things that might seem to have little immediate relevance to the automobile, but which we believe contribute
to a general understanding. For example, we present stories of what life was like in the pre-automobile days;
American industry’s contributions to the 1914-18 and 1939-45 war efforts; what led to the great classic cars
of the 1930s; how the hot rod culture developed; why Henry Ford and Walter Chrysler thought as they did;
the epochs of U.S. auto industry history; how the respective improvements in roads and automobiles were
interrelated; much else.
Course Structure. The course observes chronology to the degree possible, considering that we utilize
roughly forty-one instructors, each with his or her own scheduling demands. Of course, in the process of
teaching the various marques we unavoidably fall into the old pattern, historically speaking, of fall back, work
forward, fall back, work forward. Also somewhat unavoidable is a level of subject-matter overlap, such as the
many mentions of Billy Durant in the presentations on the various General Motors nameplates. (On
reflection, that’s probably no bad thing.)
Course Content. Essentially we begin with the development of the wheel and progress to the present. Since
1998 the course has left the Ford emphasis and expanded to pretty much the world within the constraints of
the time we have. Attachment 1 is the 2001 course outline; Attachment 2 is a table of contents of the training
manual. Included is much show and tell time, both on the Museum floor and using vehicles and artifacts
specially brought in for various class sessions. Also included are field trips to three other motor museums in
Northern California and Western Nevada.
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Who teaches? I would like to be able to say that we exclusively employ college engineering and history
professors with strong gear head tendencies. I’m afraid, however, I can’t: Such people are thin on the ground
in our area. Attachment 3 reflects the reality: Most of us are docents and life-long automobile enthusiasts.
Many have been collecting literature and studying automotive history most of our lives; some have been
driving and collecting their marque for many years, while some make a special study of a marque just for
their presentation. Our unifying characteristic is that none of us is paid: We do it for fun, and we do our best
to make that contagious.
Presentation. Though we permit wide latitude in format, most of the presentations are lectures, usually
supported by 35mm slides. However, we encourage and receive much student feedback, and generally
punctuate the sessions with walks out on the Museum floor for show and tell.
While few of our instructors are professional lecturers, we encourage professionalism in our presentations.
Portraying it as an investment in next year’s course, I provide a comprehensive course evaluation form and
encourage each student to annotate it as the sessions are presented. I then combine their feedback with my
impressions and critique each instructor after graduation. Further, just prior to the start of the new course we
hold a teachers’ meeting and “train the trainers” day to further improve the new edition.
It’s convenient that I am a serious amateur photographer, and am able to set up for copy-stand production of
35mm slides of the lecturers’ graphics and photographs. Through this we enjoy general uniformity in the
visual portion of our presentations.
Venue. At present we have no proper classroom. Depending on class size we either meet in the Museum
Boardroom (capacity 20) or the Special Events Area (capacity 300). Neither is well suited to classroom
teaching, and a larger class can quickly become a nomadic tribe if the Special Events Area has been rented
out on a class night. Fortunately, a purpose-built education center is currently about half-finished, awaiting
the other half of its funding. After completion, it will be an additional source of rental income. (But not on
class nights!)
___________________________________________________
Attachment 1, Course Outline
Attachment 2, 2001Textbook Table of Contents
Attachment 3, Instructor Profiles
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Dodge Brothers (40)
H. Simpkins
Graham (40)
K. Enghusen, M. Nichols

Oldsmobile & REO (40)
V. Coe

The Industry II (40)
A. Derr

Session
5
Feb 15

Session
6
Feb 22

Session
12

Session
11
Mar 22

Buick (40)
H. Simpkins

Willys (40)
W. Tibbs

Avanti (30)
M. Fleissner
The Modern Car/’30s Style (60)
W. Millard

Hudson-Essex-Terraplane
(40)
D. Flint

Ford Overseas (40)
W. Millard

Ford Model T in Racing (80)
E. Archer

Trucks (At Heidrick Ag Museum, Woodland)
B. Davis, A. Garcia
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Docenting/Touring 301 (15)
K. Hartley

Docenting/Touring 201 (15)
K. Hartley

Docenting/Touring 101 (15)
K. Hartley

Studebaker (45)
E. Beyer

Building Stories (80)
E. Gibson

The Tire Story (20)
C. Edwards

Hupmobile (40)
D. McCargar

The Big Lincolns (30)
R. Wylie

Ford Model T (incl. Drive)
J. Montgomery

Chevrolet (40)
W. Millard

Session
9
Mar 15

Session 10 (Sat)
Mar 17

Going Racin’/First on Race Day (40)
W. Millard

Session
8
Mar 8

Museum Orientation (50)
W. Millard, C. Minns, K. Hartley
Henry Ford & the Pre-Ts (60)
E. Hartley

Leland & Cadillac (45)
W. Tibbs

<<<<<<<<<<<< Start Trainees on Docent Shift Schedule
>>>>>>>>>>>>

Interpretation (60)
J. Montgomery, W. Millard

Packard (40)
D. Craghead

What’s a Cylinder? (20)
D. Simmons

Session
4
Feb 8

Session
7
Mar 1

Museum Library (20)
R. Teague

The Industry I (60)
W. Millard, M. Evans

Beginnings of the Automobile II (30)
W. Millard

Beginnings of the Automobile I (60)
W. Millard

``Student & Course Introduction (60 minutes)
W. Millard, Museum Director, CVF, Docent Council Pres.

Session
3
Feb 1

Session
2
Jan 25

Session
1
Jan 18
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Rambler & Nash (40)
D. McCargar

The Mighty Wurlitzer (20)
D. Sauer

American Motors (40)
J. Holmes

A British Triumph (30)
L. Ashcroft

Me & Detroit (40)
M. Evans

Cars From the Far East (50)
W. McCracken

Conclusion (20)
W. Millard

Field Trip to National Automobile Museum, Reno
A. Blume

How the Car Changed Our Lives (80)
E. Hartley

Touring Recap (10)
K. Hartley

The Industry III (70)
A. Derr, D. Baier, M. Evans, W. Millard
The Story of Gas (20)
C. Edwards

Cars From Europe (40)
J. Asmus

Environment, Economy & Cars
(45)
B. Sessa, M. Webb

Crosley (20)
T. Bachman
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May 19
Graduation
All sessions run 6:30PM to 9:00-9:30PM, except Mar 17 & Apr 7 (Saturdays) which are 9:30AM to (about) 2:30PM. First 15 minutes are administrative.

Session
19
May 17

Session 18A (Sat- Optional Session)
May 12

Session
18
May 10

Session
17
May 3

Session
16
Apr 26

Post-WWII & Fifties (40)
D. Simmons

Hot Rods >n’ Street Rods (80)
R. Teague, B. Woodward

Field Trip to Blackhawk Museum, Danville
V. Coe, E. Riley

Ford in the Wars (45)
W. Millard

Kaiser-Frazer (40)
D. Moore

Session
15
Apr 19

Session 15A (Sat- Optional Session)
Apr 21

Making Bombers (20)
G. Pyles

Oakland & Pontiac (40)
D. McCargar

Ford Model B & Early V-8 (60)
W. Millard, M. Webb

Lincoln Zephyr & Beyond (30)
W. Millard

Rosie the Riveter (10)
E. Fredericks

Ford Model A (60)
W. Millard, D. Martin

Chrysler (40)
W. Millard

Session
14
Apr 12

Session 13A (Sat- Optional Session)
Apr 7

Session
13
Apr 5

Mar 29

Appendix V., Attachment 2. Student Handbook Contents, Towe Docent Class 16
Over time we have grown a rather comprehensive docent textbook, but it’s still, in reality, just a large, preprinted collection of what used to be nightly handouts. From year to year I’ve attempted to edit the pieces,
standardize the format and generally make the package look more professional, but much remains to be
done... including a proper table of contents. The following is just a raw report from a database I use to
ensure that the package is complete. However, it does illustrate what we provide our students:
DAY SEGMENT
TITLE
----- ----------------------------------------------------------00 Introduction
Course Evaluation (loose)
00 Introduction
Current Course Outline (loose)
00 Introduction
Mission/Ground Rules (loose)
00 Introduction
Shift Preference Form (loose)
01.1 Introduction
"Enthusiasm"/Decent Docent
01.1 Introduction
Museum Fact Sheet
01.1 Introduction
Trainee "Survival Kit"
01.2 Library
Library
01.3 Museum Orientation Towe Antique Ford Collection
02.1 Beginnings...
"Cars Turn 100" (foldout)
02.1 Beginnings...
"How to Prevent Accidents"
02.1 Beginnings...
1893-1908 Duryea
02.1 Beginnings...
CY Production, 1896-1920 (foldout)
02.1 Beginnings...
Inflation Multipliers, 1903-91
02.1 Beginnings...
The Automobile Before 1908
02.2 H. Ford & Pre Ts
"I will build a motor car..."
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
10 Most Influential People in He’s Life
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
Alphabet Series Fords
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
Ford Family Tree
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
Henry Ford: Behind the Legend
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
History of Henry Ford
02.2 H. Ford & Pre-Ts
Major Hoopla Cartoon, 1927
03.1 Beginnings II...
(See 2.1: The Automobile Before 1908)
03.2 The Industry I
1900: What You Need to Start a Car Co.
03.3 Studebaker
115 Years With Studebaker
03.3 Studebaker
Facts
03.3 Studebaker
Why Studebaker?
04.2 Packard
Packard: The Company & The Car
04.3 Leland & Cadillac
Master of Precision: Henry M. Leland
04.4 Docenting
Children's Tour Guide
04.4 Docenting
Crankshaft Cartoon
04.4 Docenting
Docent Dress Code
04.4 Docenting
Old Sacramento Vehicle Checklist
04.4 Docenting
Policy 99-1
04.4 Docenting
Techniques for Touring
04.4 Museum Safety
General Safety Rules
04.4 Museum Safety
Investigation of Accident/Injury/Illness
04.4 Museum Safety
Safety Training Record
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05.1 Oldsmobile & REO
Oldsmobile & REO
05.2 Dodge Brothers Dodge From the Beginning
05.3 Hupmobile
Hupmobile
05.3 Hupmobile
The Steeldraulic Brake
06.1 The Industry II
Overview
06.2 Graham
Graham
06.3 Tire Story
The Tire Story
07.1 Interpretation
The Basics
07.1 Interpretation
The Red Crown Ad From 1928
07.2 Building Stories
Historical Stories Blueprint
08.1 Racing
First on Race Day (Ford Racing)
08.1 Racing
Goin' Racin': Beginnings of Motor sport
08.1 Racing
Let's Go Racin'
09.1 Chevrolet
Chevrolet
09.2 Willys
Docent Info, 1928 Willys-Knight
09.2 Willys
The Willys Was Willing- But...
09.2 Willys
Willys
09.3 Ford Overseas
The "Other" Fords: FMC's Overseas Oper.
10.1 Ford Model T
Farewell, My Lovely
10.1 Ford Model T
Milestones...the Model T Ford
10.1 Ford Model T
Model T Conversion/Accessories
10.1 Ford Model T
Model T Prices/Production/T & A Ser Nos
10.1 Ford Model T
Model T Q & A
10.1 Ford Model T
Model T Stuff to Share
10.1 Ford Model T
Secrets of the Model T
10.1 Ford Model T
The Model T
10.1 Ford Model T
The Model T Was a Simple Car
10.1 Ford Model T
What's a Planetary Transmission?
10.2 Hudson-Essex-Terra. History of The Hudson Motor Car Company
10.3 Avanti
Avanti
11.1 Buick
Buick
11.2 The Big Lincolns
Lincoln
11.3 Modern Car/'30s Style For Your Information... (What’s a Classic Car?)
11.3 Modern Car/'30s Style How Cars Got Colors
11.3 Modern Car/'30s Style The Modern Car- By 1930
12 Trucks
1924 Ford Trucks
12 Trucks
Ford Trucks & Their Features
12 Trucks
The Mis-Use & Abuse of Model T
12 Trucks
When Trucks Stop, America Stops
13.1 Rambler & Nash
Nash
13.1 Rambler & Nash
Motors: Bicycles, Refrigerators...
13.2 Chrysler
Chrysler Corp. History 1924-72
13.2 Chrysler
Railroad Man
13.3 Lincoln Zephyr +
Lincoln Since 1935
13.4 Oakland-Pontiac
Oakland & Pontiac
13.4 Oakland-Pontiac
Oakland Data
13.4 Oakland-Pontiac
Production Figures- Oakland & Pontiac
13A Ford A & Early V-8 Chronology of The Ford Airplanes
13A Ford A & Early V-8 Significant Events, Model A & Early V-8
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13A.1 Ford Model A
1927: Tin Lizzie to Henry's Lady
13A.1 Ford Model A
Years of The Model A
13A.2 Ford Early V-8
Early ford V-8- The Era & The Company
13A.2 Ford Early V-8
Early V-8 Models, Specs.
14.1 Wartime
Women in Defense Industries
14.3 Hot Rods...
History of Hot Rods 1915-55
15.1 Kaiser Frazer
The Kaiser Frazer Story
15.2 Wartime
Ford's Contribution to Production...
15.2 Wartime
The Ford Willow Run Bomber Plant
15.3 Post WWII & Fifties Automobiles of the 1950s
15.3 Post WWII & Fifties How Good is The Edsel?
16.2 Crosley
Crosley
16.3 The Industry III
Some Details
17.1 American Motors
"Rated X"
17.1 American Motors
An Ole Rinky Dinky Rambler?
17.2 Environment, Economy Muscle Car Mania Comparison
17.3 Story of Gas
Half-Hour History of Gasoline
17.3 Story of Gas
The Story of Oil & Gas
18.1 Mighty Wurlitzer
CVF & ATOS Make Beautiful Music
18.2 Cars From Europe
Cars From Europe
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives Automobile Companies in The West
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives Economic & Industrial Impact of the Auto
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives Happy 100th!
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives It's 2046; Do You Know What Your Car Is?
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives The Automobile & American Culture
18.3 ...Changed Our Lives Two Pivotal Periods in American Automobile History
19.2 Cars From Far East
A History of Japan's Auto Industry
Additional to the above are nightly offerings. Some are newly-completed handouts and
additional materials brought in by the lecturers; some are exercise papers not meant to be
read in advance; some are copies of current clippings on automotive subjects.
Also, for each session I offer a one-pager called “Auto Be Fun”. Originally “Just Ford Fun”
these are gee-whiz pieces on such items as the state of roads and road signs in 1900, Mr.
Ford and the soybean, Mr. Ford and charcoal, an off-beat story from Packard, the
relationship of the brothers Chevrolet with fast Fords, the American gasoline rationing
system in world War II, etc. These seem to add amusement to the curriculum.
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Appendix V., Attachment 3.
Profiles of Our Current Docent Course Instructors
The following sketches describe our docent course instructors. Please note that most come
from in-house (the docents, mainly) but each also arrives with other credentials that make
for a very interesting array of presentations. We feel these varied backgrounds can do
nothing but enrich our course.
Forty-year Model T hobbyist, vintage racer. Lifelong enthusiast/student of the 1920s.
College professor. Grew up in Coventry, England. Worked for Triumph Motor Company,
Ltd.
Docent. Retired Air Force officer. Longtime European (esp. Italian) car enthusiast.
Docent. Retired general contractor. Owned, rebuilt, raced Crosleys in 1950s.
Docent. Retired Air Force active/civilian. Longtime British car enthusiast.
Docent in National Automobile Museum. Retired college lecturer; longtime car enthusiast.
Docent in Towe & Blackhawk Museums. Longtime automobile collector, hobbyist.
Docent. Retired electronics engineer. Longtime automobile enthusiast.
Docent in Hays Truck Museum. Longtime automobile and truck collector/restorer, historian.
Docent. Detroit native. Retired civil engineer/real estate developer. Ford & Industry
historian.
Docent. West Point grad, retired college chemistry teacher. Historian.
Docent. Currently schoolteacher. Longtime automobile enthusiast.
Docent. Detroit native. Retired auto industry employee.
Information technologist, retired from aerospace industry. Avanti authority; Avanti Club
leader.
Heavy equipment operator, trucker. Longtime Hudson enthusiast, club leader.
Female employee in aircraft plants during World War II.
Docent in Hays Truck Museum. Retired U. of California employee. Truck collector, historian.
Former businesswoman, now professional storyteller, author.
Former Towe Museum Director. PhD, trained as teacher. Automotive/auto culture historian.
Current Towe Museum Director. Teacher by education; was docent trainer, Montana
museum.
Retired communications engineer; currently rancher. Longtime auto enthusiast, esp.
Nash/AMC.
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Docent. Retired fireman. Longtime Ford collector, restorer, authority.
Docent. Librarian. Collector, historian, esp. Nash and Oakland.
Docent. Painting contractor; ex-auto industry. Auto enthusiast.
Docent. Retired Air Force civilian manager. Longtime auto enthusiast, historian, esp. motor
sports.
Docent. Model T enthusiast. Exhibit builder.
Docent. Retired AF pilot, elementary school teacher. Car enthusiast, restorer, historian.
History museum curator. Longtime Kaiser-Frazer hobbyist, authority.
Graham collector, authority. Graham Club leader.
Docent. Automotive engineer from 1930s. Influential in B-25 bomber production in W.W.II.
Docent in Towe & Blackhawk Museums. Car collector, historian.
Member, American Theater Organ Society. Towe Museum staff organist.
Docent. Freelance motor sports writer. Former media liaison, California Air Resources
Board.
Docent. Aircraft mechanic, United Air Lines. Longtime auto enthusiast, esp. 1950s cars.
Docent. Early hot-rodder, racer. Longtime auto enthusiast, historian.
Former Towe Museum librarian. Longtime auto enthusiast, esp. Chrysler products.
Lifelong motor sports participant, fan. Historian, esp. of motor sports.
Retired career military. Longtime enthusiast and owner of Willys and Cadillac automobiles.
Docent. Professional mechanic and teacher of mechanics for about sixty years.
Lifelong enthusiast & second-generation car collector, esp. of historic hot rods and
racecars.
Stockbroker. Longtime Early Ford V-8 collector & enthusiast. Ford & Industry historian.
Docent. Detroit native. Retired clergyman. Longtime auto enthusiast, historian.
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Appendix VI. Other-Than-Docenting Tasks Performed by Docents
Shown below are the non-docent tasks that have been taken on by docents since the
inception of the Museum’s docent program. The figure following each line is the approximate
number of docents who are currently doing each thing; the parenthetical number reflects the
historic total.
ACCOUNTING ASSISTANCE, 1 (1)
ARTISTIC SERVICES, 0 (1)
AUTOMOBILE DONATIONS/SURPLUS SALES, 1 (1)
BUILDING COMMITTEE, 4 (4)
BUILT LICENCE (NUMBER) PLATE COLLECTION, 0 (1)
CAR CLUB CAVALCADE (MONTHLY EXHIBIT) COORDINATOR/LIAISON, 1 (1)
CAR CLUB CAVALCADE SUPPORT, 1 (1)
CINEMATOGRAPHER, 1 (1)
COLLECTOR CAR AUCTION, 8 (10)
COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 1 (1)
COMPUTER RESOURCES, 2 (3)
CONSTRUCTION TRADES (PLANT), 4 (6)
COORDINATOR WITH EARLY FORD V-8 CLUB, 1 (1)
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE, 3 (3)
DOCENT COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP INITIATIVES, 0 (1)
DOCENT COURSE CO-FOUNDER, 0 (2)
DOCENT NEWSLETTER EDITOR, 1 (6)
DOCENT SCHEDULER, 0 (1)
DOCENT SPECIAL EVENTS SUPPORT, 2 (2)
DOCENT TRAINING ASSISTANT, 0 (1)
DOCENT TRAINING COORDINATOR, 1 (4)
DREAM OF SPEED COMMITTEE, 8 (8)
EDITOR, WEEKLY INTERNAL NEWSLETTER, 1 (1)
EDUCATION COMMITTEE, 3 (3)
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (PLANT), 1 (1)
ELECTRICIAN (PLANT), 1 (1)
EXHIBITS COMMITTEE, 5 (6)
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EXHIBITS CONSTRUCTION, 4 (6)
EXHIBITS COORDINATOR, 1 (1)
EXHIBITS MANIKINS, 1 (1)
FINANCIAL PLANNING, 1 (1)
FRONT DESK (STAFF), 1 (1)
FUND RAISING, 0 (1)
GENERAL REPAIRS (PLANT), 1 (2)
INSTRUCTOR, DOCENT COURSE, 23 (25)
INSTRUCTOR, SPECIAL COURSES, 4 (4)
“JACK OF ALL TRADES”, 1 (1)
LEGAL ASSISTANCE, 1 (1)
LIBRARIAN, 1 (1)
LIBRARY SUPPORT, 3 (3)
LIBRARY SURPLUS ON-LINE SALES, 1 (1)
MAJOR EXHIBITOR, 2 (2)
MARKETING COMMITTEE, 1 (1)
MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 8 (13)
MUSEUM CAR DRIVER (PARADES, ETC), 4 (4)
MUSEUM CAR USAGE COORDINATOR (PARADES, ETC), 1 (1)
MUSEUM NEWSLETTER PREPARATION, 1 (1)
MUSEUM SWAP MEET, 3 (6)
MUSEUM TREASURER, 1 (1)
MUSICAL PRODUCTION, 4 (4)
NEEDLEWORK, 1 (1)
OFFICE SUPPORT, 3 (3)
PLUMBING (PLANT), 1 (1)
PROFESSIONAL WRITER, 1 (2)
SECURITY- SPECIAL EVENTS, 3 (4)
SHUTTLE BUS DRIVER (PAID), 2 (3)
SPEAKERS' BUREAU, 5 (9)
SPEAKERS' BUREAU COORDINATOR, 1 (1)
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SPECIAL EVENTS FOOD SERVICE, 4 (4)
SPECIAL EVENTS STAFF (PAID), 2 (2)
TELEPHONE REPAIRS, 1 (1)
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE, 4 (6)
VEHICLE RESTORATION, 0 (3)
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Volunteers and the Black Country Living Museum
Ian N Walden
1.

Where you might meet them

The Black Country Living Museum is a working open-air museum that tells the story of that part of the
industrial West Midlands of England known, since the middle of the nineteenth century, as the Black
Country. It is located in the heart of an urban conurbation of two million people who both provide the local
market for visitors and are the source of our volunteers.
When a visitor arrives in the car park they may well be directed to a space by volunteers, who explain that
the new entrance building was once a public baths complex built in 1886 about ten miles away. What the
volunteers may not say is that the funding of this building, and the rest of the Museum was found by a
volunteer group of Trustees.
Having entered the building the visitor usually stop first at the café bar where they could be served by a
volunteer. They will then walk through the introductory exhibition area, for which volunteers provided much of
the historical information, before entering the 26-acre site and its collection of recreated buildings.
They may well take a ride on an electric tramcar running under wires erected and maintained by volunteers,
or prefer a trolleybus journey with a volunteer crew, whose colleagues also maintain and restore the buses.
Stopping off at the re-created coal mine they may meet members of the ‘Steam Team’ who maintain and
operate the winding engine, ventilation fan and boiler, or marvel at the only full size, working, replica of the
world’s first steam engine the Newcomen Engine of 1712 which was researched, designed, funded and
partially constructed by volunteers.
Taking a break in the nearby cottage visitors could find themselves talking to a learned, costumed volunteer,
who is certain to mention that his group of ‘Friends’ look after the garden around the cottage and that
another group, of specialist historical gardeners, tend the garden over the road.
In the Museum village, where two dozen buildings have been built around the canal, the volunteer crew on
the steam narrow boat ‘President’ will be at work and volunteer members of the Marston Heritage Trust will
be talking about the Sunbeam bicycles in the cycle shop that they fitted out earlier this year.
On special days there will be several families of volunteers recreating ‘living history’, and motorcycles, cars
and pushbikes being demonstrated by volunteers. And all this is a leading tourist attraction that welcomes
250,000 visitors each year and employs a professional staff of 150 people.
2.

What they really do? And how much?

A visit to the Black Country Living Museum as described often leads visitors to the conclusion that everyone
who works there is a volunteer. Is this belief a positive one or not? It can certainly upset paid members of
staff, somehow reflecting badly on them. I believe that it suggests the visitor experience is friendly,
welcoming and informal, all good things. On the other hand it could mean that we appear inefficient, amateur
and unprofessional.
Recently, when facing one of our regular financial difficulties (and if you employ 150 people and rely of
earning all your income from people coming through the gate these can occur quickly) I was asked what the
effective contribution from volunteers really was. It turned out be the equivalent of 3,100 days a year,
equivalent to about 17 full time people or about 12 percent of the paid workforce. The discussions with the
volunteers to determine how much of their time was spent effectively assisting the Museum were sometimes
animated. The following figures are not a record of the actual number of hours spent at the Museum by
members of the groups but the outcome in productive work.
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The various groups that support the Museum are listed below with the activities they undertake.
Group

Activity

Friends

Living History weekends.
Chapel Services
Outside promotions
Evening openings
Lectures
Pitts Cottage opening
Guiding
Total

100
100
50
80
10
350
100
590

Transport Group

Tram driving
Tram maintenance
Trolleybus operation
Trolleybus maintenance
Other vehicle activity
Outside promotions
General site assistance
Total

100
50
150
100
100
10
250
760

Mining Group

Brook Shaft maintenance
General engineering
Total

80
100
180

Steam Team

Steam engine operation
Gas engine operation
Total

100
100
200

Friends of President

Maintenance of boats
Operation of boats
Promotion of the Museum
Total

150
300
60
510

Advisory PanelsRegular meetings

People Days

Mining
Education
Canal
Transport

20
40
20
50
130

Members
Chairman/Treasurer

100
50

Total
Board

Meetings and advice

Trading Company
Trustees

Meetings and advice
Fundraising and support
Total

30
150
330

Curatorial help received in the office and elsewhere. Estimate
From individuals
Estimated annual person days donated

200
___
3,100

The next question I was asked by my Board was ‘Why is the percentage not 90%? and what can you do to
increase it significantly?’
There is an obvious appeal in reducing the Museum’s running costs by using more volunteers and employing
fewer paid staff, but I doubt that it would be practical at the Black Country Living Museum. For a start there
are not enough people willing to work for the Museum for nothing at the moment. The existing groups are
sometimes unhappy with the idea of increasing their numbers for fear of changing the atmosphere which
they enjoy, and the availability of the right people at the times when visitor demand it greatest is often
difficult.
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Existing volunteers already resist suggestions that the Museum should create new groups, or even take over
volunteer organisation altogether. This suggests that, in our case at least, there is something about the
return that volunteers get for their efforts that makes them carry out what they do.
3.

How do they work?

Our main volunteer group is the ‘Friends of the Museum’. This was set up as a pressure group in 1970 to
fight for the establishment of the Museum. In the absence of any other organisation its members collected
objects, recorded buildings and approached people for support. It was perhaps no surprise that they thought
they ran the Museum for the interim period of five years, when there was only one paid person working on
the idea, before the existing charitable organisation was set up. More than thirty years later they still run an
independent organisation, with their own newsletter, finances, executive committee and volunteer
organisers.
Their role is that of support organisation, helping wherever there is a need, and the activities they undertake
have changed as the Museum has grown. The relationship with Museum staff has not always been
comfortable but we now have a system where the Friends have a regular programme of activities. I push to
get them to do more all the time but we have to be careful not to stretch the few regular workers too hard.
The Mining group is a subsidiary of the Friends with particular interest in mining history and has spawned a
separate sub group ‘The Steam Team’ which now runs our stationary steam and gas engines. Actually they
don’t yet run our replica of the 1712 Newcomen Engine; the forerunner of all automotive engine, but that is
because they are frightened of its simplicity. The team has a liaison officer who reports to the Museum and a
separate volunteer organiser. Many of the individuals involved know more about the engines than many
Museum staff and this can cause problems.
The Friends of President were set up when the Museum acquired this steam powered canal boat. We
needed dedicated staff to maintain and operate the boat but could not afford to employ anyone. Rather than
simply retain the boat as a static exhibit the Friends of President were born. They are again an autonomous
body that works for the Museum. They also raise most of the funds to carry out their work. The Museum’s
involvement is limited to checking on what they do, ensuring that they comply with relevant legislation, and
work safely to the benefit of the Museum.
With the exception of the Transport Group, about whom later, all other volunteers at the Museum are
effectively unpaid staff, or Board members, and work with the curators, visitor service managers and myself
to deliver the work of the Museum.
4.

Why do they do it?

People volunteer to do things for often complex and variable reasons. I usually say that I cannot understand
volunteers because I don’t act as one myself. Yet when I look at some of the things I do I am indeed a
volunteer, and often do not realise it.
I would suggest that there are three main reasons why people do unpaid work as volunteers.
1.
2.
3.

A desire to help and be good citizens
An enthusiasm for the subject or the type of work
A need to do something.

And they will continue to volunteer if they feel appreciated, see results and hopefully enjoy their activity.
At the Black Country Living Museum it is the second reason that is the most obvious factor that brings us
volunteers as, I suspect, is the case in most museums. There may also be another reason, where the act of
volunteering allows people to do something which they could not normally do, whether for financial reasons
or otherwise. In this category might come working for the Olympics, driving a steam train or just getting to
work on a Ferrari or Rolls Royce in a motor museum.
We find that volunteers help us because they have a definite interest in a particular aspect of our work or a
belief in the generality of what we do. This interest may be developed by the camaraderie found when
working with other volunteers or even the more simple fact of having a positive interest in life following a
bereavement or loss of job.
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5.

Why do we let them do it?

It would be optimistic to think that the Black Country Living Museum allowed people to volunteer purely for
altruistic reasons: for the good of the volunteers and the greater good of society: and yet there is an element
of truth in this. There are those who work with us who almost certainly get more out of it than we do. Here I
am thinking of widowed men who felt life had lost its purpose, and unemployed youngsters who though the
world had nothing to offer them.
This I would call the element of ‘Good Citizenship, on behalf of the Museum, but the other reasons were get
involved are much more basic.
They include:
It allows the Museum to do more.
There are financial benefits, both direct and indirect
We can increase the quality of the museum ‘product’.
and
Volunteers can give us access to skills and information
The ability to do more is obvious. In our case the use of volunteers allows us to have 12% more output from
staff. In many preserved railways and small museums in Britain the volunteer effect is much higher.
The financial benefits can be simply measured in terms of the value of work undertaken but it is in the area
of indirect benefit where recently we have seen major changes in Britain. Access to Government and lottery
funds has become possible for many organisations by counting the value of volunteer labour as matching
funds for grant aid, and volunteer involvement is often regarded by other funding agencies as a positive
reason to help. We should also not forget that volunteers do most fundraising and that even if we could all
afford to employ professional fundraisers they would not be successful without their volunteer teams.
The suggestion that the quality of a museum can be improved by the use of volunteers may initially upset
some of my staff and professional colleagues. I would argue that there is no reason why volunteers should
not be as effective as the most well trained and motivated staff. It is certainly not always the case, and
sometimes volunteers with particular interests will promote their own interests rather than the actual aims of
the museum. However ‘when they are good they are very very good’ and the obvious enthusiasm of the best
makes museums better places.
We also find that volunteers can provide access to knowledge and skills. This is not simply, for example, a
case of finding a volunteer machinist when we cannot afford to employ one. I am thinking particularly of the
volunteer ‘expert’. No matter how big a museum is it can never hope to have access to all the available
information about the subjects it deals with, and a network of knowledgeable volunteers willing to divulge
their own knowledge is extremely valuable.
6.

The Transport Volunteers and the way forward or ‘Are we hoping for too much?’

I referred briefly to our Transport Group earlier. This organisation began life as the Wolverhampton
Trolleybus Preservation Group, and now they provide a significant input into the work of the Black Country
Living Museum. They are as single minded and potentially difficult to work with as any group of transport
enthusiasts, and yet we are about to embark on a major new development with them that could transform the
Black Country Living Museum.
Like the ‘Friends’ the Transport Group is an autonomous body, even to having independent charitable status.
Its members regularly give the impression of being separate from the museum yet the vehicles they work
with are owned by the Museum, they raise funds from visitors, and all their activities take place on the
Museum site.
This independent attitude owes much to the fact that many members of the group have a greater
commitment to trolleybuses than the aims of the Black Country Museum. Members will tell you that they
have the only operating trolley service using double deck vehicles in the world, and that they hope to develop
the British Trolleybus Museum. Fortunately many members are also interested in other types of vehicles built
in the Black Country; unfortunately they are interested in anything that has wheels, or engines! Whereas the
Museum’s remit restricts it to the Black Country.
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We are currently investigating the possibility of developing a major motor museum next to the existing open
air museum, where we can display and interpret Black Country built vehicles, AJS, Bean, Clyno, Guy, Star,
Sunbeam and others, in the conditions necessary for their long term preservation, while retaining the
possibility of demonstrating the cars and motorcycles on the roads within the open air museum.
This development involves working with a ‘ foreign’ organisation, the Patrick Motor Museum from
Birmingham. At this distance from Britain it may seem pedantic to highlight the difference between two
adjacent parts of the industrial West Midlands of England but the Museum was set up to do just that, and
having spent thirty years doing so, the enormity of the proposal becomes more understandable. Birmingham
and the Black Country are very different and their residents very proud, but I believe that we have a proposal
which will benefit both ourselves and the Patrick Collection, as well as the town of Dudley in which we work.
In simple terms the Patrick Museum will provide funds for a building to house two independent displays, the
Patrick Collection and our Black Country vehicle collection. The Black Country Living Museum will run the
operation, and the Transport Group will provide the volunteer support necessary to make it work.
Actually it is a little more complicated. In addition to the Transport Group we have recently attracted the
Marston (Sunbeam) Heritage Trust with their enthusiastic restorers and historians, and the Jensen Historic
Trust, which want to add their vehicles and collection of memorabilia, to what will be known as the Patrick
Motoring Centre.
The Centre will probably be visited by 150,000 people a year, more if other proposed developments nearby
take place, and as such will need professional management and a significant number of people on duty each
day to care for, secure, and interpret the vehicles. It is unlikely that volunteers will be able to provide all the
staff required, but they will make a very significant contribution as well, of course, as wanting to drive some
of the vehicles, and recommend additions to the collections.
In order to maximise the input from volunteers we currently envisage a management structure with
representation from all the bodies involved. There will also need to be complex loan agreements for the
Black Country Living Museum to take responsibility for the Patrick Collection, worth more than GBP1.5
million, and other vehicles; procedures for use of vehicles and their maintenance; policies for hire of vehicles
for filming and weddings; and ticketing and financial regimes to integrate the Patrick Motoring Centre
operation into the Black Country Museum Trust accounts.
The contribution from volunteers towards the work of the Motoring Centre will have to be much higher than
we manage at present if the Motoring Centre is to be more than a static display building. We have
considerable experience of using volunteers but we now have to build on that experience to create structures
that will involve and empower more people, and ensure that we can maintain curatorial and other standards.
The person appointed to run the Patrick Motoring Centre will play a crucial role in the successful use of
volunteers. The current chairman of the Transport Group believes he should get the job but would he really
be the best person?
We shall see.
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"The Good, The Bad and The Ugly"
Running a Volunteer Staffed Museum
Steve Yorke
Port Dock Station Railway Museum, soon to become the National Railway Museum Port Adelaide, is, I
suspect, unique. It was established in 1988 on the site of the original Port Adelaide Station, the northern
terminus of the line to Adelaide, built in 1856, the first Government owned, built and operated steam railway
in the British Empire. Port Dock is a large Museum, occupying two hectares with a main display pavilion of
more than half a hectare. A second pavilion, half the size of the first, will be opened on 21 October 2001 as
the "Commonwealth Railways Museum" financed by the Commonwealth Government's Federation Fund.
More than one hundred items of rolling stock, representing all three railway gauges used in South Australia
are housed.
The Museum is managed by an Incorporated Association pursuant to the State's Associations Act.
Accordingly it has formal Rules of Association governing membership, procedures, financial management,
and governance by a Committee. The Committee, comprising five people elected by the membership, two
Government nominees and the paid Museum Manager, has exclusive responsibility for managing the affairs
of the Association as well as meeting its obligations under a Memorandum of Agreement with the Minister for
the Arts who owns the premises and one quarter of the exhibits. The Agreement dictates that the Museum
exists to protect objects that represent South Australia's rail heritage and for the public to visit enjoy and
learn. It also specifies that a professional Museum Manager be employed.
The Association evolved from that at the former Mile End Railway Museum, established in 1963 on Railway
Land, more or less under the auspices of the then South Australian Railways. Opening two Sundays each
month, it was an operation easily handled by volunteers. At other times, volunteers involved themselves with
the restoration of rolling stock, designed and built a 457 mm gauge steam locomotive, and published several
railway books.
The exposure of the exhibits to the weather was a cause for concern and an undercover venue was sought.
With the support of the History Trust of South Australia, a grant of $2 million was obtained from the
Australian Bicentennial Commemorative Fund to relocate to a purpose-built facility. Port Dock now operates
as an independent, hitherto viable commercial entity with just two staff, and is open seven days each week.
Staff numbers were reduced in 1994 to reduce costs and free funds for Museum development. With five
staff previously, the financial situation had at times become precarious. Opening seven days had already
placed a large burden of responsibility onto a dedicated group of volunteers - reducing staff numbers added
to that burden.
Volunteers are drawn mostly from the membership of the Association. An annual subscription, for either
singles or families, entitles members to free visits, six issues of "Catchpoint" magazine per year, discounts at
the Museum's "Break of Gauge" Shop, the opportunity to attend bi-monthly meetings which include
illustrated talks on railway topics, and to participate in rail tours, as well as the all-important opportunity to
become a volunteer. Currently, Port Dock has 630 members of who approximately 85 serve in various
volunteer positions.
Volunteer tasks fall into two broad categories. Firstly, there are the essential day-to-day tasks include
staffing the shop, which is also the entry point to the Museum, operating trains - rides are included in the
price of admission at the Museum - and guiding visitors, especially schools and groups. These tasks could
be broadly defined as visitor service. Secondly, there are the tasks which are no less essential, but are not
directly visitor orientated and do not require attendance for the full seven days, including administration,
interpretative and educational programs, archival work, restoration and conservation, track work, gardening,
cleaning, and specialized jobs such as boiler-making, plumbing, carpentry, electrical and construction.
This is where some of the Museum's problems begin. The above tasks, all of which are essential to good
museum practice and to visitor service, require certain levels of skill, experience and educational
qualifications. Indeed, financial survival depends on visitation, and ensuring that visitors achieve a better
than expected experience will generate "word of mouth" publicity, the cheapest and most effective form of
advertising.
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Ideally, the State Government, the owner of the Museum, would have recognized its heritage and tourism
values by providing the necessary funds to employ a professional staff to undertake the required tasks. I
suspect that the Government, in setting up the Museum, took advantage of the obvious enthusiasm of the
members of the Association for trains, while acknowledging the lack of museum management skills by
insisting that they generate the funds to employ a Manager.
Many, but not all, of Port Dock's volunteers are train buffs. At the risk of over-generalizing, I believe that their
passion for trains develops at an early age, an emotional attachment which for many, is retained as they
grow older. We see this passion during our "Friends of Thomas the Tank Engine" shows, and hopefully the
children will keep bringing their parents and grandparents to the Museum.
To many, Port Dock is a "Train Museum", a shrine to the glory days of steam. A "Railway Museum" is about
people, and visitors wish to learn of the "why, where, by whom and for whom" of railways and rail history.
People have always been proud of "our" railways, and children today, who have perhaps never ridden a
train, are for various reasons fascinated, especially by steam.
While the museum must focus primarily on visitor service, some of the volunteers' interests lie with trains and
they prefer to work in archives, or in restoration or in the workshop, with no visitor contact. Others are happy
to staff the shop and deal with visitors, but their "people skills" can vary. Yet others enjoy running trains,
both at the Museum and off-site along Adelaide's coast. Once again, their "people skills" vary. It is a matter
of placing round pegs in round holes as much as possible.
457 mm gauge train rides at the Museum present an interesting illustration of an attitude held by some
volunteers. After nearly five years I managed to convince the Committee that the practice of charging for
rides, beyond the cost of admission, was very unpopular with visitors and causing a loss of goodwill and
"word of mouth": publicity. Admission prices were increased to cover the cost of train operations and visitors
are now encouraged to ride the train as many times as they wish. The reaction has been excellent. The
attitude was: "Our trains operate from a Station; the Station has a ticket window; and therefore we sell
tickets, just as if we were running public transport." Even now, some volunteers believe that running the train
is unimportant because they are "free". We cannot convince them that the rides have already been paid for.
Over the years, the few staff have had to fill the gaps in volunteer rosters to ensure a seven-day service,
especially in staffing the shop and running of trains. This has always been unsatisfactory as paid staff time
is far better utilized elsewhere, in developing programs for displays and facilities, and in promotion and
publicity. A shortage of volunteers has at times led to the acceptance of lower standards of service, personal
appearance and conduct.
To address the shortage of volunteers from within the membership, the Committee decided in early 2000 to
become a member of Volunteering South Australia, a central organization that seeks to place people in
volunteer positions suitable to their skills and aspirations. Volunteering SA requires detailed job titles, job
descriptions, required skills and job outcomes for computer matching with prospective volunteers. Port Dock
sought a gardener, an administrative assistant, customer service people, education officers and qualified
tradesmen. Applicants were then interviewed and selected on the basis of undertaking specific tasks. It is
very pleasing that the above positions were filled during 2000 and 2001. The Museum shop is now well
staffed and no longer requires paid staff time; much of the financial management is now undertaken by a
former bookkeeper; and a new school activity package is currently being developed.
Another area of concern, which we have not been able to address satisfactorily, is volunteer co-ordination.
Some members feel that working for nothing means that they can do whatever they like. Some start jobs
without approval, and when challenged, walk away from an incomplete job. Some decide to "hang about" as
non-volunteers and do not seem to understand that this compromises the work being done by volunteers
actually undertaking the work on which the Museum depends. It can also interfere with the enjoyment of the
Museum by the paying customer. Yet others help themselves to the telephone or the computers. A sense
of proprietorship is important so that volunteers feel that they "belong". They have a right to expect job
satisfaction, training, good communication between all involved, social interaction and activities, and user
friendliness. However, it is difficult for some to become a member of a team. Very few volunteers will
undertake the mundane, but essential task of cleaning of exhibits, buildings and grounds. It is as if they are
"above" such work. Perhaps self-importance is a function of the range of one's interests and activities.
Perhaps one becomes a big frog by making the pond smaller.
On one occasion, a member offered to be the Volunteer Co-coordinator. He was a Bus Inspector during his
working life, and quickly took on the role of "Volunteer Boss". His position was, needless to say, very short80

lived. We have concluded that a paid staff member must undertake co-ordination and Port Dock has a Site
Manager who does so. He is responsible for a works program, safety and welfare, works with the volunteer
Rail Safety Manager on train operations.
Self-importance manifests in other ways too. A few volunteers, very much in a minority, seem to know
everything about managing a railway museum. They have opinions on everything and know exactly what
the staff and other volunteers should be doing. I call them the "Cupboard Committee" and I look forward to
their standing for election in the future.
Other problems have arisen from time to time because of volunteer misconceptions. "The staff are
employed by the Association, therefore they should answer to the members." "I am not going to do that job,
you get paid to do it." Sometimes I have a hundred different bosses and this is why many of the mundane
tasks are not undertaken.
The most serious area of concern is the dearth of volunteer members willing to accept leadership roles,
especially Committee positions. The burden of responsibility on fewer individuals is increasing rapidly.
Goods and Services Tax, Occupational Health and Safety Legislation, the Rail Safety Act, and the recent
Amusement Ride Legislation have created more work and more responsibility. The justified fear of legal
liability action led to the Committee taking out Association Insurance Coverage in 2000 to protect individual
members. Many senior volunteers complain that the fun has gone - some stay on simply because they see
that no one will take their place and they feel a deep responsibility to that which they helped create.
In conclusion, The Good is the perfect volunteer - selfless, dedicated, co-operative, understanding of
museum needs; The Bad is the burden of increasing pressure to meet legislative and financial requirements,
the lack of new, energetic recruits, and the need to accept lower standards to fill all positions at the required
times; and The Ugly is the result of a reluctance to address the mundane - untidiness, lack of attention to
detail, unfinished jobs, dust and dir, and inconsistency of service.
It has been a pleasure and a frustration to work with a large, varied group of people. For all their faults, they
all believe they are contributing to a very important project.
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